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Civil Rights Symposium turns into heated debate
By DOUG MILLER
Affirmative action programs
of the 21st century need tofocu
o n the individual rather than
the group, and empower those
who face the greate t inequitie
inoursociety. Those", reabout
the only conclu ions reached by
a divided panel of professors,
joumaJi t and authors discu ing the future of civil right in
America at the tenth symposium of the Bill of Rights Institute. The four-hour program
was held at M-W on Nov. 12.
During the first panel di cussion Reva Siegel, acting professoroflaw at the University of
California at Berkeley, suggested a model which would go

Chicago, challenged the application of meritocratic equality,
which ju tifies unequal treatment based on unequal abili ties. David Kirp, professor of
public policy at the University
of California at Berkeley, talked
about the difficulty in applyjng
equitable remedies through affirmative action.
The second panel, which
concluded with a partisan debate on the effectiveness of current affirmative action remedies,
wa the most lively. Jeremy
Rabbn, government professor
at Cornell University, sparked
the discussion with ills call for
an unusual government hand-

beyond anti-discrimination, to-

ridden nei8nborhood~ handout

ward dis
ablishjng ca te relationsrup. David Strauss a law
professor from the University of

See, FIGHT, page 20

out. "In these inner city crimeCivil Rights Town Meeting from left to right: Rod Smolla, Reva Siegel, Drew Days, David
Strauss, Juan Williams, Neal Del'ins, David Kirp, Jeremy Rabkin and Terry Eastland

•
M -W students denied choice In
exam scheduling
By BOB DICKINSON
gency, tills is the only relief offered from
As we approach the ordeal known as what can be a grueling marathon.
exams, let us not forget what is at stake:
It was not always so. Dean Connie
your grade for an entire semester's work Galloway says that before 1987, the exam
rests on one test. Like it or not, each schedule was djstributed to students bestudent is competing with every other fore registration. Students could constudent in the class. In today's depressed sider thls information in making their
job market, it may not be too far off the selection of classes for the next semester.
mark to assume that each student is com- Gallowaysrud thatthe examination policy
peting with students of every other law i faculty driven. The current system was
school. How level is the examination approved by the faculty in 1987 on the
playing field?
In the case of first-year students, the
field is very level. Every first-year stuBy ANDREW SMITH
dent has the same exam schedule, and
At its meeting Nov. 12 and 13, the
thus each student has the same advantageor disadvantage as far as the amount Board of Visitors (BOY) discussed ·isof time available for study between ex- sues ranging from undergraduate curams is concerned. TJUs equitable situa- ricular changes to and new WilJiam and
Mary Athletic Hall of Fame inductions.
tion ends after the first year.
Depending on a' student's schedule, The BOV is organized into several sepaone could have 24 hours to prepare for rate committees, each of which made
the exam in a four-credit-hour class such reports.
The BOV is similar in purpose to a
as Trusts and Estates, and be sitting next
to a tudent who had two, three, or more board of trustees at a private university,
days to prepare for the same exam. For but the members of the board, rather
the last four semesters atM-W, a student than being elected by alumni or existing
would not know her exam schedule until trustees, are appointed by the Governor
mid-semester. She would have no input of Virginia. It meets at the College twice
in scheduling. 2Ls and 3Ls are guaran- each semester.
Highlight of the meeting included
teed that they will not have to take two
exam withln a 2.t-hour period. If such a the report of the Committee on Student
ituation arises, the student can resched- Affairs. Vice President for Student Afule one of the exams. Short of emer- fairs Sam Sadler opened the proceedings

recommendation of the faculty's own
Academic Status Committee. Professor
Trotter Hardy was the chair of that committee in 1987. He remembers that the
committee had two concerns regarding
the old system. The first issue was the
concern of some faculty members that
the examination schedule was not an
appropriate criteria for students to consider in deciding whether or not to take a
class. Second, and more importantly,

each semester there were nurnerousconflicts that resulted in the rescheduling of
exams for many students.
Under the new system, Dean Galloway first schedules classes according to
the time blocks in willch the classes are
held. She next considers the enrollment
of each class in an attempt to minimize

See CHEAT? page 20

Board of Visitors hears reports from College
with comments about proposed improvements to residence halls and new services and technology available on campus for students with disabilities. These
new services, said Sadler, are part of a
systematic program of improvement of
services for the disabled, butwere implemented particularly with an eye toward
compliance with the newly enacted
Americans with Disabilities Act. There
has been a particular emphasis on services for the visually impaired--for instance, new computer technologies at

the law school include Zoom Text, a
JAWS voice synthesizer, a scanner that
is able to read, and raised-line charting
software.
Also of significance was the Inventory of Environmental and Aesthetic
Concerns compiled by a group of undergraduates and presented to the BOV.
Such concerns included much-needed
mmntenance and upkeep forcertmn cam-

See FEES, page 20
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Out of Our Heads
The faculty and administration don't trust M-W students
to uphold the Honor Code that we agreed to abide by when
we enrolled in this school. This argument is the basis for not
releasing exam schedules until after registration.
While Dean Galloway lauds the current system of blind
registration as resulting in fewer exam conflicts, comments
from Professors Hardy and Donaldson illustrate the core of
the problem: the temptation to cheat would to be too great
for some students to resist.
To put it bluntly, enforcement of the Honor Code is none
of the faculty's business. The Honor Code is student-run and
student-administered. We decide what temptations are too
great. If an individual faculty member doesn't trust the
student body, he or she can either teach somewhere else or
take steps to abolish the Honor Code at M-W.
This paternalism comes forth in the argument that students shouldn't pick courses based on exam schedules. The
faculty should remember that students pay for an educational
service. The choices are ours to make. Once again, student
motives in course selection is none of the faculty's business.
It is the epitome of rudeness and insensitivity for the
faculty to require the responsibilities inherent in an Honor
Code, while withholding a privilege which should naturally
follow. If we are expected to police our own conduct, we
should have the freedom to know what our exam schedule
will be, and to alter that schedule as we see fit.
Anything less amounts to a token grant of responsibility
with no real substance.
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From the Editor's Desk...
For those of you who don't
already know, AVALON is a
battered women's shelter here
in Williamsburg. They provide
e}..tensive services to women and
children who are victims of domestic violence.
One common feature of
helping a woman escape a violent household is the involvement of the legal system: whether
it be protective orders, custody
suits or criminal charges, most
women who come to AVALON

for help need some form of legal
assistance.
That's where we come in.
Just like the undergrads who
come into student legal services,
these women have basic questions about the legal system and
their options. Any law student
can answer most of these questions.
You don't need to be a counselor or therapist. You don't
even need to understand everything about domestic violence.

All they need are people who
can explain what the law is and
how it affects the woman involved.
In exchange for helping out
someone who wouldn't ordinarily get legal advice, you get
legal experience foryour resume
and the feel~ng of making a difference.
Do the community a favor
and lend a helping hand. Contact Janie Kong (2L) for details
on legal advocacy training.

Letters
To The Editor:
It seems our recent article
regarding legal skills deficiencies sparked no small amount of
attention, most of which came
from the legal skills office itself.
While perhaps not surprising,
such an immediate response was
somewhat unexpected. Instead
of hiding behind our biting diatribe, we would like to commend
(indeed applaud) the constructive efforts of the very ones taking the brunt of our criticisms.
The discussions we had
about the problems we pointed
out were frank and candid, aJIld
our comments were met with
genuine respect and concern.
Most of all, those in charge of
the program met us with hands
extended towards positive
change. Instead of taking on an
airofhostility, which would have
been easy under the circumstances, the attitude was a constructive, problem-solving one.
The interest was in where the
complaints grew from and how
might they be solved. During all
of this, thefocus was continually
aimed at bettering the legal skills
program.
Such an approach to constructive change speaks well and
is indicative of the program we
have here. Although we stJill
feel our comments spoke to legitimate problems and student
perceptions with legal skills, we
do not want them to overshadow the credibility and vitaJity of the program as a whole.
We would also encourage students with problems, ideas or
solutions to approach the staff.
They guarantee comments to
be taken with respect, candor
and openness. Only through
such change can legal skills continue in the success it enjoys.
--Mark Capron,Kathy Philpott

The follo wing letter has been
edited, with the consultation of
the author, for the sake of space.
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a
featured commentary in last
week's Amicus. It was entitled
"Inconsistencies in Legal Skills
Program Threaten Validity."
While I agree that uniformity
and consistency may be laudable goals; the responsibility for
the inconsistencies is misplaced.
A sentence in the commentary read, " As it stands now, the
lack of coordination leaves some
students with the meaningless
experiences .. .. " Leaves students? Legal Skills is not a passive activity. The program, its
success and its failures are our
responsibility. It is only as good
as we make it. To paraphrase
Ross Perot, I want a Legal Skills
program that comes from me
not at me. We have been provided a unique opportunity to
become better lawyers. The
model has been provided for us
we should help make it better.
The disparities pointed out
such as a lack of mandatory attendance and the lack of seriousness are not the senior
partner's fault. The lack of attendance is the student's responsibility. Ostensibly, we are
adults. We are obligated to attend the practicums, on our
honor. Does the commentary
mean to suggest that the professors take roll call? Or do the
commentators just wish that
each firm did not enforce attendance in order to get consistency? We are cheating ourselves by not attending the
practicums or class. I do not
want the professors to look over
uslikehelplesschildren. Donot
blame others for our irresponsibility and lack of seriousness.

CORlRECTION
Atthe Nov. 5th faculty meeting Dean Kaplan reported a decline
in on- and off- campus recrujting for this fall (compared to last
fall.) He did not project decline for next fall (compared to this
fall ) as the Amicus reported in the Nov. 9th issue.

If students want a serious
program then they must take
action. Perhaps most students
do not care because there is a
"pass/fail" mentality. But, each
student's experience is not completely dependant on others.
Trial skills can be learned individually. I can practice my opening and closing argument and
even if every person in class does
not show up I still get the benefit
of my effort. The program's
structure offers students of different levels of commitment to
participate and benefit. The
program is designed to give us
the tools, and while it may not
work perfectly, we can only benefit by using the tools ourselves,
not by having them crammed
down our collective throats.
This argument presumes
feedback from the senior and
junior partners; if students are
not getting that they must bring
that to the attention of the legal Skil1s director. They are
open to input from students.
Many of the problems
pointed out are the responsibilityofstudents. We cannot bitch
about another's lack of enthusiasm until we are enthusiastic.
We need to encourage change
by example not by complaining.
There are improvements to
. be made. For example, I would
like to see a form developed
which could show relative importance of the various legal
skills, e.g. memo 40%; negotiation 10%, etc. Some students
have expressed concern over
how a high pass is awarded. This
could alleviate the concern. The
possibilities are only as limited
as we make them.
Any student with a concern,
gripe, misunderstanding, or idea
should being it forward . We
cannot sit back and complain
about a program for which we
are intimately responsible .
Proactive participation is the
only way to improve our Legal
Skills program our education,
and ulitmately ourselves.
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Survey results: These are a few of our favorite things
By DOUG MILLER
Seventy-five percent of MarshallWythe students think second-and thirdyears should not have classes on Fridays.
Eighty percent think the SBA should
sponsor some type of weekly happy hour,
more than half think on-campus parking
is adequate; and a "substantial number of people found the coffee machine
wholly inadequate." Those are a few
of the findings from the SBA' urveyof
the law school which were presented at
its last meeting.
The survey listed student' opinions
on everything from the library fax machine to the difficulty of obtaining a '5fnecological exam from Student Health
Services. It was administered la t month
by hanging file drop and the results were
tabulated by SBA Vice President Dave
Deike. According to SBA President Joe
Cartee, the survey's response rate wa up
slightly this year. We received 127 surveys out of 550, for a response rate of 23
percent,' he said, 'That's up from only
20 percent last year. '
The sUlVey dealt with 12 different
areas. Students were asked to rate their
satisfaction generally, then offer specific
ugge tions for improvement. The tabulation presents overall figures for each
area along with the most frequentlymentioned suggestions. Cartee will distrib-

ute copies of the sUlVeyto SBA representatives and to all department directors
who have responsibility for the areas that
were covered by the survey questions.
The bulk of the questions dealt with
the services of the library and OCPP.
Nearly all the respondents found the
library hours adequate, but many students expressed an interest in having the
library open 24 hours during the exam
period. The most often-mentioned suggestions for improvements at the library
included, more carrels, better climate
control and restricting undergraduate use
of the computer center.
Roughly two-thirds of the respondents found the library staff to be courteous and helpful. Though some had complaints about desk staff, there were no
complaints about the legal librarians.
The Office of Career Planning and
Placement came under the harshest criticism. While most remain satisfied with
the office's performance overall, many
criticized the focus on big firms and topof-the-class rank;ng. Three-fourths of
the respondents were unhappy with the
number of on-campus recruiters. While
many blamed the economy, an equal
number pointed to staff.
The third section of the survey addressed curriculum. In addition to the
finding about Fridayclasses, respondents

preferred a longer drop period at the
beginning of each semester, and additional sections of popular courses. More
than 90 percent believed Trial Advocacy
should be offered for more students.
The section on admissions ranked
the reasons students chose to apply to MW. In order, they were reputation, reasonable tuition, friendly environment,
Legal Skills, and small size of the school.
Ninetypercent found the admissions procedure at M-W the same or better than
other schools. Strengths included Spring
Orientation, and good communication.
Among the weaknesses were a poor student inter.iew process, and too little promotion of the school.
The survey polled students' reaction
to the new ranking system, which rounds
GPAs to one tenth. While two-thirds
believed the new system was better than
the old one, many felt they had been hurt
by the switch. Several students suggested
the GPA on unofficial transcripts be
rounded to only one place as well.
Under the heading of Law School
Activities, the survey reported on suggestions for improving Fall From Grace
and the Barristers Ball. While threefourths of the respondents were satisfied
with the number of social events there
were several suggestions for more. A
"Bar Review, " with different area

bars offering specials for law students
each week was one suggestion.
Despite the confusion at the beginning of the year, a majority of respondents felt there were no problems with
the parking situation. Most believed
parking at M-W was better than at most
schools and that those who complained
were "generally lazy."
Seventy-five percent of the respondents felt the Student Health Services
were adequate. The only problem that
was mentioned frequently enough to
warrant mention in the summary was the
difficulty in scheduling appointments,
particularly for gynecological exams.
Vending machines in the student
lounge were found adequate by a bare
majority, the lowest number in the survey. Most people suggested more healthy
food be added, and many complained
about the coffee machine.
About 90 percent found computer
resources to be adequate. The most
often-mentioned problems involved
training for LEXIS and Westlaw.
While two-thirds of the respondents
found security at the lawschool adequate,
a substantial number suggested better
lighting is needed outside.
A brief section on Intramurals found
the most popular sports for tournaments
are basketball, softball and wallyball.

Laura X challenges
Illarital rape laws
By NANCY DELOGU
"I don t see why the marriage relarionshipshould change
a woman' right to consent to
sex. An unmarried woman has
the right to say no to sex for any
reason. I want married women
to have that same right, ' Laura
X asserted in a program on marital rape held Wednesday, Nov.
II.
X is the Director of the National Clearinghouse on Marital and Date Rape. X, who
changed her name in protest of
laws which define women by the
surnames of their male relatives,
has worked for over 15 years to
modify state laws which make it
impossible for a husband to be
convicted of the rape of his wife.
Fifteen years ago, nearly every state held that a married
woman could not be raped by
her husband, priniarily because
consentwas implied in themarital relationship. Moststateshave
since modified their laws to recognize marital rape, although
the exception may be limited.
Virginia's law, for example,
recognizes marital rape only
where the spouses have separated and are living apart, or
where the woman sustains "serious physical injury" as a result

of the rape.
X began her program by
showing a videotape of a "60
Minutes" program which ran in
1982. On that show, she debated a lawyer who maintained
that modifying state laws to recognize a crime of marital rape
would result in many women
"crying rape" in order to win
large alimony settlements in divorce proceedings.
X did little to lead the discussion after stating her basic
position, opting instead to answerstudentquestions aboutthe
issue. The subject was neverLocal practioners Deborah Fogel, Susan Tarley (with son John), and Kamala Lanetti
theless controversial enough to
came to M-WWednesday, Nov. 18th fora panel discussion on balancing career and family,
engender spirited discussion
sponsored by Mary & William. A similar discussion with an all male panel will be held next
among the attendees.
semester.
First among concerns, particularly among male students, in a case like this, so that it comes by S.E.R.C.H. and Mary and Carolina case. Although this
was the first case tried under the
was the fear that the evidentiary down to a credJbility contest. William.
X, who is not an attorney, state's new marital rape law, the
standard used in such cases Can you regulate what goes on
stated that she does not care jury refused to con~ct a huswould work against husbands in a marriage?"
who didn't get a clear ''yes'' ev" Yes, when that behavior is how the laws are written, so long band who bound and gagged his
ery time they had sex with their criminal," according to Linda as married and unmarried vic- wife with duct tape, threatened
Jackson (2L), who is writing her tims share the right-the same her with a knife, and videotaped
wives.
"Any reasonable person is law review note on marital rape right that other victims of crimi- the sexual activity, abandoning
going to be appalled that a guy laws. Jackson became familiar nal behavior expect-that the her afterwards to escape from
couJd force himself on his es- with X's work through her re- state will prosecute and punish her bonds on her own.
Apparently the jurors, on
tranged wife, or where a woman search and was instrumental in the crime.
Even with the new laws, it viewing the tape, interpreted the
has been physically abused," bringing X to campus to speak
X spoke on the main campus may be difficult for prosecutors wife's moans to be moans of
Kyle Johnson (2L) stated. "I'm
uncomfortable about the ability on Tuesday on date rape, and toobtaincon~ctio~according pleasure rather than cries for
to obtain independent evidence was sponsored at the law school to X, who cited a 1991 South help.
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========La}lv Watch
By MARGARET HARDY and
JOHN CROUCH
MINERS FINED $52,400,000: Virginia's
Supreme Court upheld contempt fines
imposed on the United Mine Workers
forviolertce during their 1991 strike. The
union argued that violent acts must be
punished through the criminal law, not
through contempt fines payable to local
governments in a civil suit which was
settled. However, others argued that
miners' lawlessness and defiance of the
courts threatened the rule oflaw. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
LEARNING-DISABLEO TEACHER:
A1exandria'sfederaI judge Oaude Hilton
ruled that a teacher claiming to suffer
from a unique hybrid learning disabilities is not handicapped under the 1973
Rehabilitation Act. The teacher failed a
communication and comprehension test
for certification even though the state
provided her with a script, a copy of the
test, a tape recorder, and extra time.
(Vuginia Lawyers Weekly).
TERM LIMITS INVALD)? Opponents
of Horida's new limits on congressional
terms filed suit in Tallahassee's federal
court, claiming they were unconstitutional. (Richmond Tunes-Dispatch).
GAY BAN: Los Angeles federal judge
Terry Hatter ordered the Navy to reinstate Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, who

is gay, while he challenges his discharge,
and refused to suspend the injunction
while the Navy appeals it to the Ninth
Circuit. Meinhold argues that the
military's gay ban violates the equal protection clause, and Hatter appears likely
to agree with him. (New York Tunes).
HALCION KILLER WINS: A Dallas
jury awarded $2, 150,000 to former police
officer William Freeman and his family.
Freeman killed an old friend aftertaking
the Upjohn Co.'s sleeping pill Halcion,
and is serving a life sentence.(Richmond
Tunes-Dispatch).
LANDOWNER SUES ' BURG: Williamsburg hotelier Angelo Mageras is
suing the city for not letting Wal-Mart
buy his land to build a store. Mageras
claims he lost $1 million on the deal, and
risks bankruptcy. (Daily Press).
NON-LAWYER DISBARRED PRO SE:
Queens judge Arthur Lonscheinordered
Alfred Spremo, who has sued him three
times, to stay out of New York courts.
Since losing a custody case in 1975,
Spremo has filed 51 suits pro se, against
his mother, lawyers, judges, social workers, repo men and a mattress company.
His night watchman job lets him spend
his days in court. Spremo will appeal the
injunction pro se. (New York Tunes).
GAY BAN CHALLENGED: A Colorado ban on laws protecting persons from

discrimination based on their sexual orientation is being challenged in a suit
brought by the city governments of Denver, Boulder, and Aspen. Plaintiffs also
include a group of Colorado residents,
including Martina Navratilova. Plaintiffs claim the ban is unconstitutional.
(Wall Street JournaJ).
PRAY FOR A GOOD LAWYER:
Churches are increasingly becoming defendantsinlawsuitswith complaints ranging from personal injuries occurring on
church property to clergy malpractice.
The general counsel for the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops believes
that "people are realizing that churches
have insurance. It's not like they're taking money out of the collection plate."
(Wall Street Journal).
COMPENSATING LANDOWNERS:
The Supreme Court has decided that
South Carolina may have to compensate
a landowner for prohibiting his building
on two waterfront lots which he had
purchased for $975,000. The Court ruled
that if a landowner is deprived of all of a
property's value, he or she must receive
compensation. This leaves a controve~
over the valuation and alternative uses of
property that has arisen in other cases. In
an Oregon case a couple was prevented
from building a home on a 4O-acre parcel
of land bought for that purpose because

restrictive zoning laws stated that building was prohibited to protect the woods.
The couple would be allowed, however,
to cut down the wood and sell it and
therefore were not deprived of all value.
(Wall Street JoumaJ).
DEFENSE USE EXPANDED: A California appeals court has overturned the
conviction ofawo~chargedwithcom

mitting robberies with her boyfriend, on
the argument that the woman's defense
counsel did not use-the battered woman
syndrome 3IS a defense. The case was
remanded for a new trial. This represents an expansion of the ~rome used
as a defense. Typically it has been used
in cases where women kill their abusers
after suffering repeated abuse over a
period of time. The ruling was criticized
for suggesting that a defense attorney
may be incompetent for not choosing a
particular tactic, especially an untried
one. (Wall Street JoumaJ).
PROSECUTOR INDICIED: Thomas
Figures, the:: first black Federal prosecutor in Mobile, AL, has been indicted for
attempting to bnbe a witness. Mr. Figures, who belped block the appointment
of an allegedly racially biased Reagan
judicial nominee was indicted ten weeks
before the e nd of the republican administration. He will plead not guilty. (New
York Tunes) .

Defense Department holds security clearance trials at M -W
By PETER KUBIN

The Moot Court room was
the site of three Department of
Defense hearings on Nov. 17
a nd 18. The hearings were held
to determine whether past "immoral or illegal conduct" by the
applicants precluded them from
being gra nted security dearances. Future government employees beware!
The the mes of the hearings
varied widely. The first involved
an applicant with a history of
alcohol abuse, and related unsocial behavior (D VIs, etc). The
second a pplicant appa rently
believed that declaring bankruptcy was immoral, but held no
such convictions about not paying off his creditors. The fi nal
hearing concerned a man with a
nine-year history of the use and
sale of illegal drugs, primarily
marijuana. All three defendantapplicants were employed in
"sensitive" positions, and were
appealing administrative decisions either denying or revoking
their security clearances.
Any reader now reflecting
upon the mistakes and indulgences of his own youth take
heed. Thegovemmenthasquite
an arrayof"offenses"which may
be considered in the decision to
grant security clearance. The
Department of Defense (DoD)

directives list such things as foreign connections, criminal conduct, mental or emotional disorders, sexual misconduct, financial problems, drug use, alcohol
abuse and refusal to answer. If
you are someone who thinks that
this applies to anyone who had
any fun in high school or college, don't panic yet. The gove rnment also takes into account
a variety of mitigating factors
including your current status and
the time lapsed. In fact, the

major leS&)n of the hearings
seemed to be that prior indiscretions may be forgiven, but
current attempts to cover-up
cannot.
The hearings were structured
very much like trials: evidence
was presented, witnesses were
called, and partieswrangled over
the meaning of the language in
the DoD directives. The gove rnme nt first had to establish a
prima facie case that the applicant was in violation of the DoD

directives, then the burden
shifted to the applicant to show
cause why the directives should
not apply to him or her. Unlike
mostlitigation,apnmafaciecase
established a presumption of
guilt, and any doubt was resolved against the defendantapplicant
Since none of the applicants
were represented by real legal
counsel, the government often
had the advantage in procedural
and evidentiary matters. The

jud,g e often found himself patientIy explaining such concepts
as stipulations and hearsay. The
judge expressed a desire to get
M-W students involved.
He suggested that in the future, students might be e nlisted
to assist applicants by explaining basic legal procedure. Ken
Dodds (2L) described the prospe<..1: as "great resume fodder"
in the sense of being real litigation experience, so keep your
ears open.

First-year class to ' play musical professors
By PAULA HANNAFORD
Just when most l Ls thought
that preparing for final exams
was t he ultimate in mind-numbing stress, along comes the realization that they will have to do
it all again next semeste r --many
of them with new professors.
Although switching teachers in
midstream is not unheard of at
M-W, t he magnitude of the
changes this year is greater than
any in recent history.
Professors Neal Devins, John
Donaldson and Susan Grover
will all relinquish their first -year
classes next spring to Professors
John Nowak, Ron Rosenberg
and Margaret Spencer respectively. However, the rumor that
Professor A1amante Selassiewill

also give up teaching the spring
Contracts class is untrue.
Two of this year's changes
have been anticipated from the
beginning, according to Galloway. Nowak, this year's visiting
Lee Professor to the Institute of
Bill of Rights Law, will teach
Devins' section of Con Law.
Nowakisahighlyrespectedconstitutional law scholar.
Also understood from the
beginning of the year,
Rosenberg will resume teaching Property from Donaldson.
Rosenberg relinquished teaching first-semester Property to
develop and teach a dass inState
and Local Government this fall.
Commenting on his experience
with the lLlass. Donaldson

said that he "thoroughly enjoyed . teach both sections of this class.
it" Donaldson explained that G rover explained that she will
his acade mic background in use the time to complete reproperty rested primarily in search concerning the overlap
Trust and Estate Law and that between employment discrimiteaching the fall semester of natjon law and civil procedure.
Property e nabled him to "round In particular, she is interested in
out [his] capabilities."
examining how the federal preThe question of whether emption doctrine should operRosenberg and Donaldson wiU ate in these areas. G rover also
continue to split first-year Prop- hopes to develop the curricuerty is still open at this time. lum for a new course at M-Won
Donaldson said that he was Women and Law. The course
"happy to teach, 'but also cau- has been presented to the Curtioned that he has "no desire to riculum Committee but has not
oustprofessorsfromfirst-semes- yet been approved.
ter Property.'
Grover also commented on
In addition to the lL Prop- whether the m any changes in lL
erty and .Con Law change .
See SWITCH page 5
Grover will also be dropping
Civil Procedure. Spencer will
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Fall From Grace beats goat roping and cow tipping
By BREIT JOHNSON
The highljght of the fall socialcalendar, , Fall from Grace"
was held on Saturday, Nov. 7 at
the George Washington Inn.
With approximately -0 students, alum and dates in attendance, the SBA-spon ored
event provided plenty of booze,
fun and dancing.
SBA Pr ident Joe Cartee
(3L) wa djsappointed in the 3L
rum-out at the event. He cited
the lack of third-year tudent
anendancea the principal cause
behind the SBA nor reaching its
goalof300people. Pleased overall with ··Fa ll from Grace,'·
Cart ee called the location
change from the Campus Center to the George Washington
Inn'· a ub tantial improvement.
Responding to critici m about
the mu ic he sajd, ' The band
wa the one thing that could
have been improved upon--they
were good but not what we'd
hoped to get. '
The band, Seriou Business,
wa energetic and tried hard,
but much of their repertoire wa
not to students liking. Give up
on the theme to Ghostbu ters, "
said Li a Brook (3L), while
Linda Jackson (2L) said, "The

music was too loud--it was difficult to talk to anyone. '
Keeping with tradition at
' Fall from Grace," alcohol
flowed freely. Most students
were pleased with the set-up of
the four bars and were happy
with the avajlability of drinks.
However, a few tudents disagreed. A female 2L who
begged to remain anonymous
complained that the beer cups
were too small. Rob Kaplan
(lL) commented. ··They ran out
of bourbon too quickly.'
Holdjng ··Fall from Grace··
at the George Wa hington Inn
proved to be a hit with almost
everyone. Jennife r Ramey (_L)
said It wa well organized. I
liked having it away from the
Campus Center. '
Deco rated with pumpkins
and other autumn regalia, the
Inn's large ballroom provided
round tables, a small dance floor,
and room for twice as many
parry-goers as were in attendance.
The surprise of the evening
came from Sean Wells (3L) and
John Childrey (3L) who had
their engagement announced by
the band to everyone on the
dance floor. Not everyone else

Martha Dye (2L) and James Scruggs (2L) whoop it up at this year's
Fall from Grace.
had such romantic success,
Gregg Schwing (3 L) said, " I was
hoping to score with one of the
many cute first-years, but was
unable to lure them away from
their dor!..]' dates."
Depending on the amount
of alcohol consumed, the night
was either very memorable or a
complete blur for those who at-

tended. Tom Book (3L) said,
I've been to 2 county fairs and
3 goat-ropings and I ve never
seen anything like this year's
'Fa ll from Grace. '"
Lisa
O'Donald (lL) said, ' I don't
remember much--no, I mean ..
. I remember everyth ing. "
Swearing she remembers all of
it, Karen Scott (LLM) called

Teresa Brazzel

the event 'a very enjoyable
evening."
SBA President Cartee invites
students who have comments
on " Fall from Grace" to approach him or other SBA members with their suggestions so
that next semester's Barristers'
Ballcan be as successful an event
as possible.

M -W to sponsor SUllllller abroad program in Australia
By KIRSTIN MUELLER
The International Law Societysponsored a meeting on Monday, Nov. 16 to
provide information about the 1993
Marshall-Wythe summer abroad programs. William and Mary will sponsor
law-related summer programs in Spain
England and Australia in 1993. Students
who attended program last summer
spoke about their experiences.
Ne>.1 summer, William and Marywill
sponsor the first US. law school program in Australia. The program will be
held at Adelaide University, which has a
long affiliation with William and Mary
through undergraduate exchanges. In
1989, Professor Levy travelled to Australia in conjunction with USIS to attend
the centennial celebration of the Au traIian constitution. He decided that organizing a program in Australia would be
worthwhile in light of Pacific Rim trading and the absence of any other such
program.
The Australian program is designed
after the ones in Spain and England.
Classes will be taught by the Australian
staff and Professor Rosenberg. Alex
Castle, a professor at the Adelaide University law school and a former visiting
professor at M-W, will teach a legal history course. The course will focus on the
history of frontier law in the US. and
Australia, especially in relation to women
and children. Castle will compare the
treatment of Australian aborigines with

the treatment ofN alive Americans. The
class will take a trip to an aboriginal area
where the elders will talk about their
dealings with the law.
The 1993 LondonlExeter program
will include 10 days in London and four
weeks of classes in Exeter. Forty-four
students, ten of whom were from M-W,
attended the 1992 program. Classes such
as EEC Business Law, the English Legal
System and PublicInternational Lawwill
be offered. M-W Professor Coven will
teach Comparative Corporate Taxation.
The rest of the courses will be taught by
professors of the University of Exeter.
The week prior to the start of classes,
students may participate in legal
c1erkships. The legal c1erkships are an
opportunity to receive an overview of the
law in England and to observe the differences in technique of English and U.S.
attorneys. Students who clerked said the
experience was invaluable. All of them
spent at least one full day in court.
The Complutense University of
Madrid hosts the summer law program
in Spain. Courses in Spanish Constitutional Law and Policy, the EEC Legal
System, Civil Law and European Civil
Rights Law will be taught by leading
Spanish law professors and practitioners.
Professor Shaefer will teach an Antitrust
course. In addition to classes, tours of
the Constitutional court, Spanish law
firms and other legal sites will be given.
187 students, 41 from M-W, attended the

1992 Madrid program. Enrollment for
the 1993 program will be limited to 160
students.
Proficiency in Spanish is a requirement for the Madrid legal clerkship
course. Students fluent in Spanish should
note that M-Wwill be hiring two administrative aides for the Madrid program.
The aides will receive free room and
board.
In addition to the William and Mary
programs, overseas programs sponsored
by other law schools may be attended by
M-W students. The upcoming issues of
National Jurist and Student Lawyer will
contain lists of all overseas law-related
programs sponsored by US. universities. M -W students studied in Kenya and
France last year.
Students who studied abroad last summer noted the opportunity to travel and
observe the legal practices of a foreign

SWITCH, from page 4
professors might disadvantage those students who have to learn a new teacher's
style and expectations. "A lot of thought
is put toward these decisions [at M-W],
and we are extremely careful about student welfare." Grover did not believe
that the change to Spencer will be overly
traumatic for most students because both
professors collaborate extensively on the
material covered.

culture as the highlights of their experiences. Said International Law Society
President, Brian Alperstein (2L), "Study
abroad programs offer students an international experience in which they can
learn about legal and cultural differences
and enjoy themselves at the same time."
Registration for the William and
Mary programs work on a first-come,
first-served basis. The programs are usually filled by mid-February. Students are
therefore encouraged to submit their
registration forms to the summer programs mailbox in January or early February. Students interested in legal
c1erkships in England or Spain should
apply in early January.
Students may obtain brochures from
the summer programs office or contact
Ann Beckley, Assistant Director for MW Summer Programs for more information.
"The only difference will be a new
face at the front of the classroom," Grover
explained. "Those students who like me
will be disappointed not to see me teaching. Those students who don't like me
will be happy." Grover also speculated
that some of students' concerns about
the impending teaching changes is related to the general tension of attending
law school. "The first year is always
stressful, and it's possible that these
changes may add to the overall stress
level."
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Fleet wins 5K Alnbulance Chase
By PAUL ROONEY
Over 60 runners braved bitter cold to participate in the
Public Service Fund's "Ambulance Chase" 5KSaturday, Nov.
14. Cliff Fleet (1L) placed fi rst
in a time·ofl7:21, and M aureen
Coffey (2L) won the women's
category in 21:34.
The race, which wasco-sponsored by Paul's D eli and Prince
George's Cafe raised approximately $1,000 to support summer public interest legal work
by Marshall-Wythe students.
The aptly-named Fleet insisted that his victory was not a
reflection of his legal ethics or
career plans. "Torts is not my
favorite legal area," he said. The
Williamsburg Volunteer Fire
Company provided a Blue and
White Ambulance for the runners (most of whom were lawyer
larvae) to pursue along the 3.1
mile course.
PSF Co-Chair David Dalke
(3L) expressed no regret that
PSF was lampooning litigiousness at a time when the Tort Bar
is under heavy fire. "Let's face
it, for a number of us this event
is an indispensable career train-

ing exercise. I'm surprised it
Barrett praised the many
isn't included in the require- volunteers who came together
ments for legal skills," he coun- to make the race a success. " I
tered.
want to thank everyone who
Peter Cotorceanu, a Legal volunteered. Jim Lister (2L)
Skills senior partner, finished was just great, contacti ng people,
second followed by G eorge helping layout the course and
Snead (1L). Among the women getting the timing equipment.
racers, Terri Keeley (lL) was Ka ren Castello (2L), Janine
the runner-up and Sam Stecker Myatt (2L) and Susan Seiger
(lL) finished third.
(2L) also really carried the ball
A tradition of Phi·Delta Phi on this."
that was discontinued, "The
Barrett also thanked Paul's
Ambulance Chase" was resur- Deli and Prince George's Cafe,
rected at the suggestion of PSF the race's sponsors for their supBoard Member Cara Barrett port, "Obviously we can't do
(2L), who took primary respon- things like this without upport
sibility for organizing the race. from community sponsors like
" Cara did just a hell of a lot of Paul' and Prince George's and
work for this and it really came we hope that law students will
off well. This event will defi- patronize these establishments
nitely be continued. I think it even more frequently they do
could grow into a major already."
PSF events next semesterwill
fund raiser for PSF," said Dalke.
According to Barrett, the include the " Sea and Ski 'Party,
race will be moved to a time at which trips to the Bahamas
earlier in the year when the and Wintergreen Ski Resortwill
weather is warmer and fewer be raffled off, and theever-popuweekend road races are run . lar Date Auction .
Last year PSF provided sti"There's been a road race just
about every [recent] weekend, pends to 23 students pursuing
and I think the cold kept some summer public interest legal
runners away," she said.
work.

Faculty participation
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Toys for Tots hits new high

By BOB DICKINSON

Toys For Tots for the third year in a row/

Twas the week before Christmils, and all

And the hope for immunity from torture
did grow.
So, bring a new toy to class on these da s/
And professors will rein in their Socratic
ways.

through the school/
The students were stressing and losing
their cool.
Exams were all scheduled (with questionable care/And the question was raised
whether this was quite fair).
The first-years were, many, still briefing
their cases/But the burden was starting to
show on their faces.
When out in the lobby came the chance of
relieflA chance to help kids to continue
b€lief
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being cltIiI;:d on for cIdS) IRJI tidpiJLiun.

Helium hands will not be prohibited from
volunteering, of course, whether they
bring a toy or not.
The Toys For Tots drive is sponsored
at the law school by Phi Alpha Delta
(PAD) legal fraternity, in cooperation
On Wednesday, Dec. 2, and Thurs- with the Colonial Capital Kiwanis Club.
day, Dec. 3, many professors will offer In the past two years the law school
"Classroom Immunity" to those who take community has donated over 400 toys
part in the third annual Marshall-Wythe and over $1 0010 the drive, and had great
Toys For Tots drive. Classroom immu- fun in the process. Members of PAD will
nity means that students who bring a toy be in the lobby on Wednesday, Dec. 2,
on those dates will not be in jeopardy of and Thursday, Dec. 3 to wllect the toys
after classes. There will also be canisters
available for monetary contributions.
The Colonial Capital Kiwani Club
works with the Williamsburg-J ame City
County Department of Social Services,
the Community Action Agency, and the
Salvation Army on the task of identifying
childrenforTo For Tots. Referralsare
also received from area churche well
meaning friends, and from the mothers
of the children themselves.
The Department of Social Services
performs the job of qualifying families
for the program. In addition to children
LARGE 1 TOPPING
from ADC families, victim of disasters
are eligible, as are kids in under-emAND 4 FREE COKES
played families. Each child will receive
$I"
two or three new toys, necessitating a
budget of over $10,000 this year.
fI& CIIIIII . . . c.a.
The more than 50 members of Colonial Capital Kiwanis are actively involved
in fund -raising year round. The climax of
each year s activity is the purchase and
di tribution of the toys. Each child in the
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IEIDlUlll1 TOPPING
AND 2 FREE COKES

ClitTFleet (lL) crosses the finish line to win Andrea Jones
the first annual PSF Ambulance Chase, 5K
road race.
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program will receive $(j() ro $70 worrh ot
toys, retail value. Parents of eligible
children pick out the toys for their kid .
I.MM NITY O FFERED

The following professors will participatein the Toys For Tots drive by
offering "Classroom Immunity.'
Bring a new toy to class and you
won't get called on. After class,
place your toy in the donation box in
the lobby.
Prof. Alces
Prof. Barnard
Prof. Butler
Prof. Collins
Prof. Coven
Prof. Devins
Prof. Douglas
Prof. Donaldson
Prof. Felton
Prof. Gerhardt
Prof. Grover

Prof. Hardy
Prof. LeBel
Prof. Lederer
Prof. Lee
Prof. Malone
Prof. Marcus
Prof. Moliterno
Prof. Rosenberg
Prof. Schaefer
Prof. Schmidt
Prof. Selassie
Prof. SmolJa
David L Sisk, Kiwani member
and chairman of the dri e recommends toys that have extra play value
such as multi-purpose toys, genderneutral toys, ana toys with educational value. Toys with small parts
should be avoided, as should toys
that require batteries. Sisk named
Etch-a-Sketch, Erector Sets, Transformers, teddy bears, and books as
examples of toys popular the past.
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Library withdrawals drive Drapers' Scholar to drink
yards of the Jaw."

Hobnobbing with the HIgh and

Legal Trivia facts for the week.
My South African friend and
I \\ere talking about various stuff
after a party the other night, and
the subject of apartheid came
up. She tells me that the South
African constitution has or had
something equivaJent to our
equaJ protection clause in it.
When the apartheid policies
were challenged as unconstitutionaJ during the 1950s, the
Court cited Plessy v. Ferguson
as support for the constitutionaJity of its own 'separate but
equaJ" program. "The eviJ that
men do lives long after them,"
as Marc Anthony might have
said.
As for sexuaJ discrimination
and harassment, a recent sUIVey
howed that 45 percent offrench
women wouJd not consider it
harassment if their bosses suggested that they go away for the
weekend together to discuss a
promotion. Reports that
Clarence Thomas has applied
for a position on the French court
of Cassation are stiJJ unconfirmed.
In England women count for
senior citizens at age 60 whilst
men must wait until they reach

Once Mighty.
On Oct. 28, Lord Geoffrey
Howe came to speak at our residence. Lord Howe was the only
"wet" (i.e. moderate) who managed to stay in Thatcher s cabinet during her tenure, and he
seIVed as both Chancellor of the
Exchequer (freasurer) and Foreign Secretary. EventuaJly he
resigned his post over the issue
of whether Britain shouJd ratify
the Maastricht Treaty. His resignation speech precipitated
Thatcher's faJ!.
For one reason or another, I
had the good fortune to be invited to dinner and drinks with
Lord Howe prior to the speech.
While waiting for Lord Howe to
arrive, I had a pleasant little
conversation with another guest,
Sir Christopher French. He is
the judge assigned to hear 'the
SeUafield Case."
This case against the British
nuclear people is a suit by severaJ families claiming that exposure to radiation from the
SeUafield Nuclear Power Plant
gave them leukemia. The case
is expected to last nine months.
For the first time in British history, a barrister has been ap-

large common room to hear
Lord Howe speak on the future
of Europe. It was a masterfuJ
speech in which he predicted
little, but prescribed quiteforcefully Britain's participation in
the E.c. His principaJ argument was that if Britain did not
fulJy participate in the E.c., its
role in the future of Europe
wouJd be marginalized. Furthermore, Britain's economy
wouJd suffer decline as European markets closed to it.
His major concerns deaJt
with the former Soviet Union.
Despite the cold war victory,
Howe sees great danger in the
attitude with which masses of
ex-soviets see the future. One
Russian rather chillingly told
him that to describe oneself as a
Russian was not so much a description of nationality as it was
a description of one's fate. Another, when asked what the West
could do for the CIS suggested
that the West learn " as we [the
Russians] have learned that
there is no such thing as free
cheese--except in a mousetrap."
Although this last response was
somewhat cryptic, it seems to
explain the fate to which the
appeIJation "Russian" appears

Xiaoping, Howe described
Hong Kong as a delicate Ming
vase which shouJd be carefully
handled and allowed to continue
its current practices. Later,
Deng asked Howe whether the
Japanese and Americans wouJd
continue to invest in Hong Kong
after 1997. Upon learning that
British contacts with the Japanese and U.S. governments had
assured Howe that businesses
in these countries intended to
continue to invest in Hong Kong,
Deng replied that it was good
because then he wouJd be free
to impose the Chinese system
on Hong Kong.
Howe then explained to
Deng that he was all wrong. It
was not the governments ofJapan and the U.S. that determined how investment wouJd
flow, but rather how the individual
businessemen in
America, Japan, India, and the
rest of the world perceived Hong
Kong. These anecdotes, among
others, gave me the impression
that the diplomatic process consists more of an exchange of
information between high
mucJ...-y-mucks who are utterly
befuddled by the systems with
which they are confronted than

p.m. You will t1K;n have to wait

63. In anothcr instluwc of bi=,

pointed ju:rt to keep track of thc

to refer.

the negotiation and resolution

until 10 the next morning to once
again "Jabor hard in the vine-

my dorm gives men blue duvet
covers and women get pink-ones.

documents.
After dinner, we retired to a

While discussing the handoff
of Hong Kong in 1997withDeng

of differences between knowledgeable counterparts.

By WILLIAM DeVAN

The Libraries
My classes are finally beginning to start in earnest, and rve
actually had to spend some time
in the library. Fortunately, anyone compulsive enough towony
about studying too much is
quickly discouraged by library
JXllicies.
Most of my work has had to
be done at one of two libraries
associated with the University
of London-each of which requires separate tudent LD.s. I
now have seven separate I.D.s
and have gotten to the point
where I cany around spare passport photo because I know
someone else wilJ require another photo LD.
Both libraries refuse to let
you bring in a bookbag and they
have overly officious full-time
employees who ensure that you
do not bring any food or drink in
either. Further, they have no
water fountains, so thirst will
quickly send you scurrying out
of the stacks intoa pub. If you
happen to be of Bedouin extraction, and therefore impervious
to any biologicaJ needs for liquid refreshment, they wilJ still
shoo you out of the Jibrary by 8

Faculty review sought

SBA to solicit student opinion on teacher evaluations
By DOUG MILLER
Students wiJl have another OpJXlrtunity to grade their professors when the
SBA administers its own Teacher EvaJuations in January. SBA president Joe
Cartee confirmed the scheduJed evaluations at the SBA's finaJ meeting of the
semester, Nov. 17.
The evaJuations were instituted two
years ago in response to student criticism
of the computerized forms used by the
administrations. "The students wanted
to be able to add questions and the administration said it couldn't be done,"
Cartee said. He also emphasized the fact
that students are never allowed to see the
results of the College's officiaJ reviews.
"The resuJts of our SUl'VeY are published
in the.Amicus, so students can use the
information when planning their sched-

ules."
TIle SBA form features an expanded
Jist of ten questions including questions
regarding the fairness of the professor's
exam. The form also allows students to
rank each professor on a scale from one
to ten. TIle survey will not solicit more
extensive student comments because,
according to Cartee, "We want to get a
ranking, SO that the information can be
useful. .,
According to Cartee, the official

evaJuations are used only by the administration. " The administration reads
them, the facuJtystatus committee reads
them, and after exams are handed in
each professor gets to see their's and the
students never get to see them."
In other business, Cartee reported
on the progres; of the dean search. 'We
have narrowed the list from more than
130 candidates to a smaller group from
which we will select the finaJists." He
couJd not say how many remain in the
finaJ group, but he did say that there
were no internaJ candidates under consideration. Approximatly five to seven
finaJists will be interviewed on campus in
January and February. The committee's
charge is to seJect three candidates from
the JXlOI and present them, unranked, to
President Sullivan.
Cartee raised the issue ofexam schedules being made available during registration. He said concerns had been raised
last year and the year before, and he
promised to follow the administration's
response to the complaints closely.
1bere was a brief evaluation of Fall
from Grace. The eYeDt was attended by
more than 250 people but still feU short
of the goal of 300. There was a slight
firumciallossof$l40wbich will be made
up from the SBA budget. Despite the

attendance, the event was received JXlsilively. Suggestions for improvement in-
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Marital Rape: a serious crime deserving serious attention
By Judy Conti
Rape occurs when one person forces another person to engage in sexual intercourse without his or her
consent. When it occurs between strangers, it is a
violation of the victim's bodily integrity and spirit.
When it occurs between people who know each other,
it is also a violation of a friendship and trust. We often
speak of the horrors of date/acquaintance rape, but we
rarely stop to consider the issue of marital rape. If trust
and friendship are violated in a dating situation, just
imagine the sense of violation in a marriage, where,
ideally, your spouse is the person you trust more than
anyone else in the world.
Yet the legal system often treats marital rape as less
than stranger or acquainta nce rape and attaches special
conditions to be satisfied before marital rape is criminallyactionable. For example, in Virginia, forced, nonconsensual sex between spouses is only a crime where
the spouses are living apart or the defendant caused
"severe bodily injury . . . by the use of force or violence. "
(Virginia Code, Section 18.2..(jl(B)). In other words.
the married person must prove actions above and beyond what a single person would have to in order to get
rape prosecuted.
This results in the inwngruous situation in which
one spouse forces the other to submit to se)'.-ual interC£)lIrsE': while holding a gun to his or her head, yet it
would not be consider ~d'rape if no serious bodily mjury
accompanies the intercourse. Mere bruises and lacerations are most likely not even ufficient to make the
offen- . actionable.

I am left wondering why people give up their right to
refrain from non-consensual sex simply because they
get married? At the very least, it seems like a rather
clear-cut equal protection violation, yet the vast majority of states do have limitations on the prosecution of
marital rape, Virginia's being one of the most restrictive.
In discussing this issue, I have heard four main
arguments to justify restricting the scope of criminal
marital rape. They involve the nature of the marital
relationship the sanctity of the family,judicial economy
and the likely abuse of the criminal system if marital
rape were to be equivalent to all other types of rape.
First, some argue, within the conte>..'"! of marriage
there is an implied consent to sexual intercourse which
does not exist between non-married people. While I
will agree that each time husbands and wives engage in
sexual intercourse there does not need to be an actual
moment where each literally say, "Yes, I want to have
sex with you," when one of the partners clearl is not
interested in sex, or if they are affirmativel saying no,
whether bodily or vocally, this wish should be respected.
True, most spouses probably have their own pattern of
comm unicating consent to each other, but this in no
way means that it i a blanket implied consent each time
the other begins to initiate sexual contact.
Closely related to this argument is one about the
sanctity of the family and how the state should not
involve itself in the marital relationship absent a grievous offense such as serious bodily injury. However, how
can there be any sanCtity in a rn(1rri(1~l;;whl;;n Q1l<:., pou~
forces another to engage in sex again t their will? It
seems to me that the concern about respecting family is
mi placed when it allows spouses to violate each others

bodily integrity and wishes. This type of sanctity is
hollow at best, and perverted at worst.
There are also concerns about proof and judicial
economy if marital rape is fully actionable. Some
worries include taking one spou es word against
another's and lack of physical evidence. What this
argument fails to address, however, is that these are
often the very same problems that plague any rape
prosecution. Just because marital rape may be hard to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt does not mean that
the state should take the possibility away from the
victim. This promotes justice for none.
Finally, some say that marital rape accusations are
likely to be used loosely in divorce and custody battles
to ruin the reputation of the other spouse. After six
weeks in New York City Family Court this summer, let
me assure all of you with thi concern, that in the
majority of divorce and custody cases, both partie ink
to their lowe t levels and make all sorts of
unsubstantiated accusations exclusive of marital rape.
All involved in the system 'now of this propensity and
littl i taken seriously, so few reputations are ruin d.
The addition of marital rape accusations would trul
make the situation no worse than I ' already i . Additionally, there are sanction that are levied for false
criminal accusations. and I strongl advocate that the
be used in frivolous, false rape charge of all kinds.
In the end, it is essential that we all realize that
married people have the same right to refuse sex that
unmarried people do. Bodily integrity. autonomy and
prna<:'j % ru;)tchan\!,e hecau<;e. one gets married. I am
not advocating that the married person be afforded an.'
more protection than the ingle person but imply, that
they are not afforded any Ie .

Evidentiary rule protects husbands froIn vindictive wives
By Kyle Johnson
Over the last decade or so Americans have come to
realize that marriage should not give husbands carte
blanche to have non-consensual sex with their wives.
So-called "Marital Rape" laws now provide stiff penalties for those neanderthalic husbands who brutalize
their spouses with the ulbmate personal violation. As
a society we owe a tremendous debt to the feminists
who dramatized the plight of marital rape survivors and
demanded that state legislatures address this contentious issue.
This state now treats marital rape as a serious crime
and marital rapists as serious criminals. A man convicted of raping his wife can receive a sentence of up to
life in prison. No reasonable person can deny that the
legislature has an overwhelming interest in protecting
women from the inhumanity of sexual assault and
violation. But the legislature also ha an obligation to
demand that prosecutors present compelling e\~dence
that a non-consensual, violent assault took place.
Simply put, my point is this: if the state is going to
send the accused marital rapist to prison for life, it
better be damn sure that a sexual assault actually
occurred. The state must demand that the complainant
present some tangible proof that sexual intercourse
between the married couple was forcible and nonconsensual. The Virgini.a law requires evidence of
separate residences at the time of the attack or a
showing of serious physical injury.
To require any less would: (1) drastically raise the

possibility offalse and abusive accusations, (2) all wan privacy ifthere exi ts a ubstantial likelihood that som
unprecedented government invasion of marital pri- illegal activity ha occurred within the marriage. A
vacy, and (3) create a legal rule so ambiguous that requirement that the complaining spouse producesome
neither party could depend on the courts for equitable clear evidence of forcible rape would provide a credible
treatment.
indication that a rape may have occurred. Perhap
Anyone who witnessed the Clarence Thomas-Anita the most compelling and c.ommonsen ical justification
Hill fiasco last year saw the powerful effect of credible, for a tangible evidence r,e quirement is that all legal
non-corroborated testimony. Suppose that Hill and rule must give affect d partie a reasonable e>..-pectaThomas were a married couple (can you imagine?) and tion of equitable treatment. I do not mean to suggest
the i ue were marital rape not sexual harassment. that the law hould serve as a manual on how to rape
Presented with Hill's compelling testimon could you your wife and escape prosecution. I mean imply that
determine what actually happened? Certainly not. the law sh uld make clear that the tate presume that
Whatever the outcome of such a trial, ou would have se>"llal intercourse within marriage i consensual.
a trong suspicion that he committed the act alleged.
To overcome rhi pre-umption the complainant
By requiring that the complainant provide some must produce independent, unbiased e~dence that sex
tangible proof that non-consensual intercourse actu- wa not consensual. Wives know that they have the
ally occurred, the state avoids transforming the case enforceable legal right to leave or resist a tormenting
into a credibility contest. Why hould anyone's life husband. Hu bands J,.'"J)ow that any independent indicaimprisonment result from his pouse's theatrical abil - tion that they sexually assaulted their wife will trigger
ity? I do not mean to imply that women frequently file vigilant prosecution and a severe penalty. Both parties
false rape charges. I doubt they do. But I can imagine understand what the law requires of them and what
no more fertile ground for the sowing of reckless, protection the law affords them.
slanderous allegations than a di integrating marriage.
The alternative is a system in which the law gives an
Married people reasonably expect a substantial illusion of protecting both parnes but really protect
degree of marital privacy. Most would agree that, so neither. A system in which lifetime confinement tum
long as neither has broken an laws, the private aspect
on the complainant ability to deceive with a straight
of their interpersonal relationship should not become a face. A system in which maliciou unsubstantiated lies
matter of public record. Were the state to invade the provide a prete>.'"! for state extraction of the most intirealm of marital privacy solely based on non-corrobo- mate detail of marriage. A system in which women,
rated testimony of a vindictive spouse, prosecutors told by the state that they need only be credible, concould delve brazenly into the most minute detail of front juries who justifiably presume consent and question why they neither resisted nor left. I this the system
intimacy.
Obviously, the state should crack the wall of marital
ou want? I didn t think
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Bush & conservatislll according to the popular press
By Jonathon H. Koenig
Happy days are here again! Members of the liberal broadcast media could
barely contain their enthu iasm on election night. Dan Rather probably hadn't
smiled so much since hi heyday a a
reporter during Watergate. Not even
dour Bob Dole couJd dampen the spirits
of the veteran CBS anchor. In an election-night interview, Sen. Dole, was cut
hart when he suggested that the media
with its incessant and unwarranted drumbeat of bad economic news during the
past two years, had aided Clinton's victory.
Members of the print media were
imilarly elated by Clinton's victory and
unconcerned with fair or accurate reporting of the event. The journalistic
honeymoon was off to a hot and heavy
start with glowing st()liio in the Washington Post about 'generational change"
and Clinton's " mandate. " While it
stretched the truth considerably to describe 43% of the popular vote and a net
loss of Democrats in Congress as a mandate. the Post did so without blushing.
Even more outlandish was a headline
proclaiming: "Age of Conservatism at
White House Comes to an End."
What "Age of Conservatism? " President Bush is no conservative. The Eastern Establishment Republican who
called supply-side theory "voodoo eco-

nomics ' in 1980 may have changed his
tune in order to get elected, but there is
little evidence that he ever changed his
mind. Although he ran as a conservative
in 19 8, conservatives have had little to
cheer about during the past four years.
In addition to his most egregious lapse,
reneging on the hollow " no-new-taxes"
pledge, Bush has presided over one of
the most regulatory administrations in
history. Spending and the deficit have
continued to grow under Bush, with the
President himself doing little to curb
either. Bush has made major concessions to Congress (on taxes, civil rights,
and the environment) but in return has
received neither deep spending cuts nor
approval for a single major item on the
conservative political agenda (capital
gains tax cut, enterprise zones, line-item
veto, or balanced budget amendment).
In foreign affairs, Bush is to be commended for driving Saddam Hussein out
of Kuwait and for insisting on continued
U.S. military strength in the uncertain
post-Cold War era. On the whole, however, his approach to foreign policy reflects a pragmatic view of the world that
lacks moral conviction and couJd hardly

Tianenmen Square massacre. Bush also
took a too-timid approach to the end of
the Cold War, recognizing the full extent
of democratization and change in the
Soviet Union only after the rest of the
free world had done so. More recently,
in order to advance the "peace process,"
Bush. rewarded our ally Israel for its remarkable forbearance during the Gulf
War with a slap in the face: tying loan
guarantees to the issue of settlements on
the West Bank.
Undeniably, a Republican era at the
White House has come to an end. But an
'Age of Conservatism, , if it existed at
all, lasted "for one brief shining moment" and came to an end sometime
early in President Reagan's second term,
over six years ago. During those early
Reagan years, because we had a President who believed in and fought for conservative principles, we saw tax cuts, a
slowdown in government spending, restoration of U.S. military strength and
national pride, and (not coincidentally)
steady economic growth. President Bush
achieved so little, by comparison, because he had no ideological compass.
His personal virtues (including heroism

years--and the ex-planation for Bush's
loss in 1992--is Bush's abandonment of
. conservative ideas that continue to resonate with the American public. In this
election, 19% ofthe electorate voted for
a candidate whose major (some would
say only) theme was a conservative one:
getting our fiscal house in order. Similarly,manyofthosewhovotedforOinton
did so because of his seemingly' conservative" positions on the death penalty,
welfare reform, and other issues of interest to "Reagan Democrats." If a strong,
articulate conservative had been in the
White House for the past four years,
Perot and Clinton would not have succeeded in co-opting these voters.
Although George Bush has governed
as a moderate RepUblican, Bill Clinton's
revisionist friends in the media would
like to run the Reagan-Bush years together into a seamless, ideologically conservative epoch. That way, they can
argue that our current problems are the
resuJt of twelve years of conservative
policies and that Clinton's victory should
be seen as a repudiation of those policies. Moreover, as long as the ideologicalJy-rompassJess and ineffective George

be called conservative. Tt was this world-

in c.omhat and devotion to famjJy) wiJJ

Bush is held out as an exemplar of c.on-

view that allowed foreign policy professionals in the Administration to believe
that grain credits could bring the likes of
Saddam "into the family of nations."
Similarly, it was Bush who insisted that
we not alienate the communist
gerontocracy in China following the

make him a success in "the grandchild
business," but he failed as president be,
cause he lacked the public virtues we all
admire, including the willingness to stand
by a set of principles in good times and in
bad.
The political tragedy of the past four

servatism, voters will understandably
want to avoid putting conservatives in
office. Given the media's tendentious
misreading of recent history, Dan Quayle
is surely right when he says that ''you
can't believe everything you hear from
the mecJia."

](s a MAD World

Modest proposals for curbing theft in the law school
By M.A. DONALD
In the wake of many recent
thefts, my fortnightly dose of
angst and anger turns its ugly
head to face the fact that our
things and persons are not safe
in our ivory enclave.
We at least hope that the
honor code protects us from the
pilfering of our peers, (although
recent incidents of "razoring"
sample exams from the bound
volumes held on reserve, and
the dubiously "coincidenta]" disappearance from the library of
certain ALR and Law. Ed. volumes with annotations directly
on point during Bushrod cast
doubt) .
The fact that the rest of the
world is frequently less honorable assures that at least some of
us will eventually be employed
in the criminal arena, and that
as long as M-W is open to the
public, students will have to contend with theft.
There are few things in this
life comparable, in their ability

to get a person really pissed off,
as being stealthily deprived of
one's property. While I was
mercifully not a victim of the
Law School's latest edition of
"kiss-your-wallet-goodbye-andsay-hello-to-twenty-to-thirtylittle-tasks-you-must-do-nowto-restore-your-life-as-if-youdidn't-have-enough-to-do-already-hahahahahaha," my textbooks were stolen just before
exams last spring ... And I was
stiU planning to read them.
But what's to be done about
all this? Here are some law
school hot spots to be aware of,
and perhaps a few modest proposals. All are advised to keep
firmly in mind the spring-gun
case from first year Torts.
The Ubrary: Always a fertile ground of unattended backpacks, purses, music producing
appliances and expensive portable computers, and a favorite
of thieves on campuses across
the country.
Given the frequency with

which the sonorous screams of
car alarms already fill the library,
badl.-pack alarms shouJd cause
no great consternation, although
they may be inaudible over the
shrieking of the beverage enforcers after spotting unauthorized Pepsi cans during the exam
crunch.
As a more violent deterrent,
students should be aware that
standard 11O-volt current is
available for creative uses along
the floor molding at the tables
along the windows, and in many
of the carrels.
The Lockers: Apparently
most thieves are unaware that
law books have no actual monetaryvalue. Hopefully the clever
individual in possession of my
first-year tex1s is enjoying my
highlighting, margin notes, and
an entire year of doodles.
The administration has already taken drastic action to curb
the locker theft problem, but
the efficiency of the tactical ant
colony as a deterrent has yet to

be studied. In the meantime,
take your laptop home and close
your padlock. The stickers on
the outside of Iocker will have to
fend for themselves.
The lunch room refrigerator: This one is my favorite, and
a potentia] goldmine forretributive ideas. It seems that at least
a small family has been eating
aU of their meals out of our refrigerator. The thieves have discerning taste and have identified the better cooks in the law
school. One able chef has actually written a plea not to steal
the contents on her lunch carrier. An informal survey has
revealed that the most popuJar
items include pizza, frozen entrees, and beverages of any sort,
even YooHoos.
The vast creative energies
that have addressed the problem have come up with a variety
of devious and destructive deterrents carrying with them a
possibility of criminal and civil
liability. Pizza, with its cheese

camouflage couJd hide the spiciest peppers. I recommend
Habanero, Thai, and Tepin varieties. Juice box type beverage
boxes couJd be spiked with a
variety of illegal drugs, promising the thief an experience best
limited to the parking lot at a
Dead concert. Food facsimiles
couJd be constructed of virtuaUy any distastefuJ moldable
substance. Almost any foodstuff couJd use a tasty coating
from a key-ring mace canister.
Be creative.
The Hallway Coat Rack:
Thieves with conservative taste
have been known to help themselves to coats and suitbags, so
those new members of the M -W
community actualIy lucky
enough to experience an oncampus interview wouJd be advised to keep an eye on their
expensive threads.
As far as deterrents go, the
joke will be on the thief who
steals a suit bag belonging to an
evidence professor.
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Ask Anita Libido
Dear Anita,
As classes close and exams
loom near, [ realize that [ never
quite got a grasp of answering
questions when [ was called on
in c1ass~ [always fumbled with
the facts and concepts and
ended up saying the wrong
thing, if anything at all. Besides sounding completely stupid amidst my peers, [ now am
worried that [ will respond in
like fashion on the exams. [s
there any way you can help salvage what's left of my dignity
not to mention legal career?
--Freeze Up

bly violating Fs right to take
goods across state lines. Does
this court have personal jurisdiction?
Answer: We must first remember that this is the constitution
we're expounding. It is the duty
of the courts to say what the law
is. Above all, these interests
present a slippery slope. Considering what the custom is and
that A may be estopped, we realize that the act is just a brick
and not a wall. Therefore the
penumbra dictates a right to
change of venue.
. It is as simple as that. You
may not be closer to an answer,
but the confusion will guarantee that the professor will think
twice before calling on you again
or will give you an " A" to avoid
trying to understand what you
said.

D ear Bumbling Idiot,
When all else fails, either on
the exam or in class, you should
rest easy on a few traditional
concepts t hat have guided
hoards of law students through
school in the past. There are a
few phrases you can amaze Dear Anita:
your friends with and that are
[ came to Marshall-Wythe
guaranteed to earn you points almost directly after underon an exam. What's more, they graduate school, with some miare directly from learned judges norworkexperience in the sumso they pass for precedent --who mers. The problem [ have is
will argue with that? Even the thatl didn't really date much as
writers of those haughty opin- an undergrad and even.when [
ions got confused and had no did, it was with women my age
ideawhattosay. Did they freeze or younger. Now I am infatuup'? No, instead the'j relied an at.edwithanolderwomanatthe
the old axiom--when in a pinch, law school and I need some guidif you can't be right, be confus- ance on how best to approach
ing. So the next time you are this situation without looking
called on, o r if you need an angle like a complete fool.
on the exam, just use one of
--Young Blood
these creative phrases to get you
through. A typical example may Dear Mr. Sacrifice:
go like this:
Well I don't know whether
Question: A dies leaving a will, to tell you to tum and high-tail it
"To B for life, then to C unless out of here while the going is
dogs fly then to whatever issue still good or to hold on tight for
of Elvis may then be living un- the ride of your life. This can be
less they get tatoos then to D." a very complicated situation.
Before A died however, he However, judging by the vast
torted F in a libelous way possi- number of Hollywoodite who

Trials and Tribulations

By Josh Sacks
c,£T

even and call on me to answer a
ceaseless barrage of questions.
After a particularly grueling
night of studyjng, almost a full
hour, I fell asleep in front of the
television. I was awakened by a
hypnotic voice which asked me
"What was the Skipper's first
name on Gilligan's I land?" I
ignored the incident and figured
it was caused by a vending machine sandwich I had eaten.
I tried to go back to studyjng
but my thoughts were constantly
interrupted by the question. It
was playjng over and over in my
mind and would not leave. No
longer were my thoughts on
studyjng. Searching my memory
for an answer inevitably lead to
a pandora's box of questions.
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do just this (feel free to ask Cher
for her advice), the matter can't
be too difficult to handle. Sure,
it may help if you're some male
model or country singer, but I'll

interested in by posing discrete
questions to her friends. Even
careful observation and listening-in on conversations may reveal some of this strategic inforkeep in mind that 'jou are a law mation. Then, you can possibl'j
geek, er, student.
organize a get-together with her
I would tell you that you need and others involving an activity
to invest huge sums of money on outside of law school, and in this
flowers, dinners, ballet, stocks, regard, you are still safe in numand whatnot, but you must re- bers and your cover is not blown
member that she, too, is in the yet. Maybe cycling, hiking, shoplaw school and is probably starv- ping? (ugh). Through casual
ing for any sort of attention from and carefully manipulated conthe opposite sex (or even the versation, you may even be able
same sex, for that matter). ( ... to find out if the woman is availAnd you are still in Williams- able. On the plus side, you may
burg). In other words, some discover that in this natural setunique, and even cheap, affec- ting, you don't really even like
tations may be at hand ! First, her and avoid some heartache.
try to find out what she may be
However, you may find that

Ghosts and other things that go bUlTIp
By RICHARD HRlCIK
Gather 'round ye chi ldren of
11arshall-Wythe and listen as I
tell you my most horrific tale. It
is scarier than tales of never
employed graduates from the
class of '89. It is the story of a
restless spirit that continues to
haunt me today.
Back when I was a lL, my
workethicwasimpeccable. OK,
it wasn't impeccable but it was
pretty good. Alright, itwasnever
'very good but that's not the
point. As a lL, I studied some
and kept my mind busy with
contracts and property. I studied out of fear. I was afraid t hat
when I made my monthly appearance in class, the professor
would jump at the chance to get

~o~(4

Questions raced through my
mind . What were the names of
the two bad kids on The Little
Rascals? Where did George
Jetsonwork? Whowa thefirrn's
competitor? What was the
uncle's name on My Three Sons?
My thoughts were no longer
my own. Frantic calls to friends,
television stations and movie studios ensued. Loved ones and
family became concerned as I
whiled away hours looking in
almanacs and watching Nick at
Nite. I began to question my
own sanity as I felt as if I was
possessed. "What is wrong with
me? Why do these stupid inane
questions torment me?" I asked
myself.
Unable to sleep for the fifth

•

In

night in a row, and at my wits
end, I screamed, "Demons leave
me!!!" Then he appeared . It
was an eerie apparition. He was
a young man dressed in coat and
tie with bloodshot eyes. His
eyes were wild and he appeared
distracted. He was covered in
dust and was carryjng a stack of
ancient law books. "Who are
you? Why do you haunt me?"
His voice thundered "I want
answers! !" and as quickly as he
appeared he had vanished.
His face was stuck in my head
like a picture on a broken Etcha-Sketch. No matter how much
I shook myself it just wouldn't
leave. Concerned that I had lost
my mind I decided to consult
the wisest man I knew. Yogi

the indirect approach requires
too much investigation and patience. If you're the type that
needs an answer now, just come
right out and ask her if she'd be
interested in doing something
interesting with you. Ifyou have
in mind drinks at Green Leafe, a
frat party, a Grad Thing, Captain George's, or preparing outlines for finals--forget it. If getting horizontal is your only goal,
the direct approach might not
hurt considering' the tate of affairs (or lack of) in Williamsburg. One piece of advice of an
older-woman/ ounger-man
couple at M-W: coed naked
computer backgammon ("a
mouse is essenti aJ." ) Just knock
on the Amicus door.

the night
Sullivan Rashneesh. His background was impressive: A
Harvard-educated man who
received his spiritual training in
the mountains ofTibet. Heknew
the answers to all of life great
que tions. He could solve even
the most impenetrable conundrums such as, 'What came first,
the chicken or the egg?' 'What
happens if ou travel atthe speed
of light and turn your headlights
on?' 'How do ou pay back
$50,000 in loans when you can't
find a job?' Here was a man
with answers.
I walked into his office anxious to receive an explanation

See TED, page 16
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The key to success in practice, as in school: roll the dice
By DAVID ZIEMER
Midwestern Correspondent
Today's column will be about bar
dice, for everything I needed to know
about getting through law school and
practicing law, I learned in a tavern.
Although I no longer drink, I am still a
bar fly, thank God . Living in Virginia as
you do, the blue laws prohibit you from
competing in ivory games of chance in
taverns. This is a great pity, for playing
bar dice is an excellent form of education
for students and practitioners of the law
alike . Few things in the world more
accurately simulate the arbitrary justice
under the law guaranteed by the constitution, the grading of law school exams
and awarding of job offers than the random roUing o f dice.
The way the game is played, if the
dice don't fall right, you buy the other
persons in the game a round of drinks.
The way law is played, if the judge has
PMS on the wrong day, your client goes
to a maximum security penal institution
for twenty years. The way school is
played, if your professor happens to be

informed, while grading your exam, that
everyone from Harvard Law Review to
CBN Law Review has declined to publish his article, " Environmental Decay of
Navigable Streams and its Collateral
Effects on the Rule Against Perpetuities," you can kiss summer employment
good-bye. Perhaps I am stretching the
analogy. But perhaps that is the inevitable result of subjecting erstwhile functional individuals to three years of senseless erudition in truisms such as, " You
can always imply a condition to a contract." tFuck me, Justice Ho\mes.1
Other similarities exist as well. Imagine a client calls you up and tells you he
got busted with a little cocaine. The first
question you would ask in a non-random
criminal justice system would be something like " How much?' or "Did you
have a straw sticking out of your nose
when the police broke down the door?"
Instead, you are more likely to ask, "What
county?" For there is something that the
gurus of practical legal education in the
Legal Skills program won't tell you:
Defendants in outlying counties of met-

ropolitan areas aren't entitled to constitutional rights. I know one judge just
outside Milwaukee County who carries a
parrot on his shoulder. He gives the
damn bird a rye-crisp whenever it says,
"Harmless error," or "The jury instructions sufficiently cured that minor constitutional violation."
Many other times you are forced to
throw dice when practicing law. Will
your client actually pay you? Throw the
dice! Is your client a pathological liar?
Throw the dice and find out! Unfortunately, the odds that any given client is
not a pathological liar are about the
same as the odds that your Property exam
won't have a question about Future Interests, or that you'll be able to roll five
sixes in one shake of the dice. And the
odds that a client will pay you the balance
for your services after the case is completed are worse than that.
Playing bar dice is also an excellent
means oflearning to think like a lawyer,
that is, a fork-tongued asshole. So many
enter law school thinking the world a
reasonably pleasant place where people

generally get along rather well. Then the
struggle for what people think is survival
begins, and some who previously adhered to minimal social graces cease and
desist from such niceties. Others resist
acclimatization to the rigors of the law
immediately upon discovering that they
will receive straight Bs without opening a
book until Thanksgiving. Neither is adequately prepared. Upon graduation,
they discover the error oftheir ways. To
survive after law school, you must be able
to switch from being an asshole to an
obsequious ninny and back again, depending on whether you're with a person
one rank above or one rank below you in
the legal world. This you must do at least
50 times a day, until you're rich enough
to be an asshole all the time.
Consider again the rolling of dice in a
bar. A group of people sit amicably, if
slightly befuddled, before their altar.
Suddenly the game begins, and the amiability is gone. The loser, after all, must

See, LOSER page 16
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News of the Weird
By BILL MADIGAN
EYEWITLESS: Long Beach, Cal., police arrested Larry Dwayne Mitchell on
suspicion of burglary. Mitchell had for
weeks been showing up at burglaryscenes
as a ''witness'' who supplied information
to the victim and police. Police said
fingerprints linked Mitchell to four of
the burglaries he had "witnessed," and
he confessed to over 40. (Daily Press).
IT GIVES A WHOLE NEW MEANING
TO TRASHING CONGRESS: A janitor working his way through the bowels
of the Capitol inadvertently picked up a
box containing 13 original bills and related documents and dumped it in a trash
compactor. The legislation, including
the legislative branch appropriations bill
and a historic measure providing aid to
the former Soviet Union, had been approved by the House days before. Trash
collectors using forklifts unstacked and
spread outthe huge bails oftrash, so that
aides could pick through the trash. The
missing bills provide a historic record of

each piece of legislation, including all
changes made by the House and Senate
as the bill wended its way through the
legislative process. (Washington Post).
HAWAII, HAVEN FOR HOUNDS: The
Maui County Council tabled an ordinance that would ban the bacJ..:yard killing of dogs because of opposition by
some groups that such a ban would be
discriminatory based on their religious
tradition of eating dogs. (Heterodoxy) .
EDIBLE EVIDENCE EVADES LAW
ENFORCEMENT: In Alice Springs,
Australia, aborigines attacked three policemen with frozen kangaroo tails, then
ate the evidence. Senior Constable Mark
Coffey told Alice Springs Court that the
three officers were attacked by 15 aborigines carrying frozen kangaroo tails
bought at a local store. Six men were
arrested and charged with assault. But a
police spokesman said the kangaroo tails
won't be introduced as evidence because
it is believed they were eaten by the
aborigines. (Associated Press).

ORANGEMAN JUICES SYRACUSE:
A man who wore an orange wig and an
oversized blue bow tie and raced around
the Carrier Dome cheering at Syracuse
football and basketball games has settled
a lawsuit with the school. Edward Orlick,
better known as "Dome Eddie" sued in
the State Supreme Court, claiming that
the university allowed two fans to assault
him in the dome after a men's basketball
game. Orhck, 48, was hospitalized for
seven days with a broken leg and damaged knee ligaments. It is reported that
the knee injury effectively ended his
seven-year stint as an unofficial cheerleader. Orlick agreed to an out-of-court
settlement for $17,000. He had sought
$600,000. (Washington Post).
SUMERIAN LIGHT, fPS mE RIGHT
BEER NOW: Scientists have found the
earliest known chemical evidence that
ancient people quaffed a few beers:-pale, yellow deposits in a jar more than
5,000 years old. (Vuginian-Pilot).
DOYOU WANT CREAM WITH THAT:

Goshen, Ind., police captain Joe Brown
reported that he was considering bringing charges against a 65-year-old man
who had poured hot coffee onto the head
of a 14-year-old boy who was underneath
a footbridge in a local park. The man
said that he did it because he was sure
that the boy was looking up women's
dresses as they passed by, and he wanted
to prevent the boy from becoming a
sexual pervert. (Daily Press).
AND YOU mOUGHTTUmON WAS
ARIP-OFF: The Memphis Zoo recently
kicked off " DinosaUts Live!", an exhibit
of computerized, mechanical dinosaur
replicas. As of September, according to
zoo official Ann Ball, six people had
asked for refunds of the $2.50 admission
price upon learning that the exhibit did
not feature real dinosaurs. (Daily Press).
Parking Services has reported the
same sort of problems. Students have
been asking for their $50 parking fee
back because the parking lots do not
feature real parking spaces.

A truly useful class: Legal Skills for the love sick
By MATT HOLLORAN
I was walking recently down
one of the well trodden corridors of Marshall-Wythe when
an astonishing thing happened.

A young, attractive woman
whom 1 didn' t know grabbed
me by the arm and pulled me
into the woman's bath/change/
maxcop)convcISa'iion )OllJ)!J{;. 1
was confused, but she looked
really upset so I went along, willingly.

I asked her what was wrong;
I could see from the bleary look
in her eyes that she had recently
been crying. She reached into
her purse, my mind raced. Ihad
this sinking feeling I was going
to be shot by a deranged first
year stressing over exams, or
maybe she would shoot me and
claim self-defense. Instead, she
handed me a letter. I was commanded to submit the article to
the Amicus anonymously. As
she raced out the door, I yelled

"Who are you?"
She blurted out, "Lola." I
said "L-o-I-a Lola?" "Yes,"she
cried "that name will suffice."
In stunned silence I stared at the
closing bath/change/makeup/
conversation room door. 1. was
flabbergasted but I did have the
presence of mind to look around
)>>e Da'1moom :mD see }nne romorsaboutwomen's bathrooms
are true.
I went, sat down and read
the letter. It is reproduced below:
To:Ted Atkinson
Fr: An admirer
Re: My broken heart
Da: November 18, 1992
Discussion
OhhowdistraughtIam. You
cannot fathom the pain which
sears through my breast as I read
your column. It is akin to the
recent episode of the Simpsons
and what happened to Bart. I

could never have imagined that
you would be afraid to date another lL I have admired you
from afar, and now I know it
must remain from afar. How
will I recover from the knowledge that you and I will never be
able to do the things I wanted' to
do. Oh Ted, will you clumge
YOUT

mlhll' if ( reveu( mysegl" (0

you? Is this reaJIy a cry for hel.p?
I could make you enjoy the presidentilll transition period!
While sitting there, Ithought
to myself. Why did Lola use the

memorandum form for this
note? Anyway, I also realized I
understood where Ted was coming from. Dating a person in
your class can be risky. Onlylast
year many of my classmates became afflicted with the disease.
The Latin name for the disease
is Yulbe Sauri, but it is more
commonly referred to as the: "I
see you all the time and I'll fool
myself into thinking I am at-

tracted to you even though I
wouldn't notice you if I wasn't
stranded in Williamsburg. We
don't have anything in common
except for law school but I have
nothing better to do anyway"
FLU .
I began to realize maybe a
new class should be adue(} to
«te &:,gal Slcrlls srmgnMl. /8m
not talking about the obvious
practical choices such as Golf:

of dating in law school, i.e., anywhere you go you will see that
person. If you fight, you sit next
to them in class. What you do
when your out-of-state boy/girl
friend wants to come to town
and you know that anywhere
you go you'll be seen. These are
n:;<1l-lif~ probkm:l and would

[lre[l8re students for learning to

cope with dating in the firm they
work in. The problems there
How to Improve Your Game and will be the same.
Make the Deal or Glass CeilSo this great idea was formings: How to become Thor and ing in my head. You can imagSmash Them. Rather I am ine my swprise when one of the
speaking of Dating: The law walkie-talkie toting " Book'em
school epidemic.
This class Danno"securityguardspolitely
could be invaluable. Students asked me to leave the stall with
could be taught what you do my hands up. Ooops, I knew
when you're tired of going to this would be hard to explain.
movies and eating at pancake But as I left the stall facing my
houses. It could provide work- punishment! noticed something
shops and field trips so "happy" strange, there was only one
couples could find wonderful woman in the bathroom. That's
things to do together. It could funny, I thoughtwomencouldn't
help with the practical aspects go to the bathroom alone?

r----B:---- -  r - - - -;:~--- - I r--- :o~n-----I r- -'~i~e:::-- - I
I Growing tired of obese, I
Imiddle-aged women slob- I
I bering on him on The Price is I
I Right, Bob came to M-W in I
I order to exclusively devote I
I his time to ending vivisec- I
I tion. Bob's most embarrass- I
I ing moment came when he I
:,wascalledoninthefirstweek:
lof Torts class. Caught un- I
I prepared, all he could blurt I
I out was, "And the total retail I
Ivalueofthethislawsuitshow-I
I case is $10 million!!!!! "
I

I Although he still receives I
I royalty checks from the Odd I
I Couple, Toni found the in- I
I come from those Eagle I
I Snacks commercials insuffi- I
I cientto allow him to live in the I
I style to which he had grown I
I accustomed. He hopes that I
:a legal career will boost hiS:
I income. In order to deter I
I pesky autograph seekers, I
I Toni uses e?densive makeup I
Ito look like a young, black I
I woman.
I

I

OncE~theNewHollywood

I I Billie Jean's decision to I
ISquareswas canceled,John I Icometolawschoolwasnota I
I felt his career needed a I I willing one. If she had her I
I change and decided to come I I way, she would still be in the I
I to M-W. "It's been pretty I I broadcast booth analyzing I
I much downhill since That's I Ithe big tennis matches. How- I
Iincredil)/e!" John said. "I still I I ever, once Chris Evert retired, I
I keep in touch with Fran, but I I the bigwigs at NBC decided I
: Cathy Lee hasn't forgiven me : :to go with a "younger look." :
I for those menage a trois ru- I Ian bad days, Jean can be I
I mors. " John hopes to I I heard to grumble, "Just wait I
I achieve the same fame as a I I until I take Employment Dis- I
I'awyerthatheaccomplished I I crimination, I'll putthose bas- I
las a singer of love songs.
litards inthepoorhouse!"
I
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~rom

grace

photos by
Teresa Brazzel

Matt Holloran (2L) in\'ites Teresa to join
him and Lee Stokes (2L) on the dance floor.

"Go away or I shall taunt you a second time,"
says Matt Warren (2L) in his best french accent.

Ruthie Litvin (lL) electrified the crowd ~ith
her thigh high boots and Steven Seagallookalike date.

Mike Hem and Serena Carmean (2Ls) trip the light fantastic.

Marcia Stuart, Fred Jacob, Krista Pollard, Mark Capron, and James Scruggs (2Ls)
gyrate foolishly. Though you may not be able to tell, Marcia did NOT have fun.

John Brownlee and Linda Jackson (2Ls) resolve
their political differences. They decided they
both should have voted for LaRouche.
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Moot Court Team Competes Nationally

Campus plagued by violence

Marshall-Wythe made a strong showing at the National Moot Court Competitionin Richmond hekl Nov. 13-14. Both teams, Eric Finley, Victor Miller and Joseph
Quigley and Scott Browning, John Koehler and Suzanne McGrath won a preliminary round of the tournament.
The two issues involved the standard of proof needed in the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines and whether these guidelines violate the Fifth Amendment of the
Constitution.
A total of 24 teams competed in the National Tournament.
-Stephanie Coleman

Three assauJts were reported on or near the campus last week. Three people have
been arrested, and Campus Police are still looking for two suspects.
The fiirst incident occurred Saturday, Nov. 14, next to Gooch HaJJ. The two male
assailants apparently mistook the victim for someone named "Christine." They
threw her to the ground, pinned her down and tried to scratch her face with a key.
They then fled upon realizing she was not who they thought she was. Campus Police
are searching for two white, college-aged men in connection with the incident. One
wore a ring and a neck chain, and the other was described as about S'S"with dark hair.
The second assault was at the Pi Lambda Phi house Sunday, Nov. 15. Thomas
Hicks was arrested for assault and battery and public drunkenness after kicking
another student in the stomach and kneeing him in the face in the presence of a
Campus Police officer.
Another attack occurred on Duke of Gloucester Street Monday, Nov. 16. Two
men approached a male student outside the Williamsburg Theatre, and after a verbal
confrontation, beat the student around the head and face, causing a black eye, a
bloody nose and other bruises. The victim was transported to Williamsburg
Community Hospital for treatment. The alleged attackers were arrested based on
the victim's description of them .
A sophomore student was charged with using vulgar and obscene language with
the intent to coerce or intimidate over the teleph ne. Jeremy Sharp allegedly left an
obscene message, including a death threat, on the voicemail box of Amy Parker.
Sharp admitted to Campus Police that he had sent the message, and he was charged
wtih a dass one misdemeanor.

Make Love, Not Law Review!
Law Students Involved in the Community (LSIC) will be selling T-shirts imprinted with this popular slogan starting this week. The proceeds of the sale will go
for LSIC's various projects. The T-shirts will cost $10.00 and will be sold in the lobby
during lunch hours.
This semester LSIC has provided pumpkins for ABLE to carve with homeless
chiJdren at Halloween and refreshments for the Housing Partners on site. Future
projects include a holiday food drive for the local food pantry, a contribution to help
with winter heating bills for the poor in our community, a contribution to the local
chapter of the United Way, and future member group projects.
- John Lohmann

,

an's

spirits & sports
Come Enjoy Great Food and A Great Time At O'CaIIaghan's
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts,
And Watch Your Favorite Sports On Our IO-Foot TV Screen
20% Discount (excluding alcohol) with ID

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday

Uve ",azz with
~atu ...al

I3lend
Every Friday and Saturday
Uve l3and~

"'ide Screen Sports
''latch your favorite NFL and College teams
on our wide screen television
every Saturday, Sunday and Monday
Check the newspaper for kick-off times and come
cheer on your favorite team

.

-. --~

'Call for more information!

Basketball season has started!
Most every sporting event televised

Located at 4854 Longhill Rd, at the comer of Longhill and Oide Town Rds.
In the Oide Town Square Shopping Center 229-6910 or 229-6821

Open everyday from 11am til 2am
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Glutton for punishment

All you need for finals: The B-Movie Outline
By AlAN DUCKWORTH
A. Holding--Slander is a capital
Well, students, it's almost exam time.
offense.
Are you up-to-date on all your outlines?
B. Dicta--Kevin is an idiot.
Having you been getting ready for my
(Production Staff concurs)
exam? Ju tincaseoneortwoofyouwho V. The Failed Mandate
haven't been keeping up, I will provide
A. The Referendum on
all of you with an outline for the final.
Mainstream Movies failed
I. Introduction--What is a B-Movie?
B.
Villain fetish revealed
A. Good B-Movie-Well, I hope this helps everyone get ready
Captain Amenca
for my final. But remember, an outline is
B. Bad B-Movi --Barbanan
only a tool to help you study, not a byQueen II: Empress Strikes Back pa .
II. The Surprise Seque l
Trancers 3: Three Times and You 're Delk:
A
Ha wk the Slayer--the Common This is the latest movie by Full Moon
Law view of B-Movies
Entertainment. Continuing in their traB. Highway to Hell--the Second
dition of milking the cow for all it is
R estateme nt of B-Movies
worth, he re is another sequel. After any
III. The B-Movie Trap
Full Moon release that is mildly succe A. Future Interest subject to
fuI , they make a sequel. They are curColumns Written Absolute
rently in production on Trancers -I: JourB. Rule in Kevin's Case
neys through the Dark Zone, Puppet
IVDud..'worth v. Kroner
Master4: Wnen Bad Puppets Tum Good,

Bloodstone: Subspecies 2, and Dollman back to his own time, but he is then sent
2. Actually, I am anxiously awaiting all of back to the 20th century 15 years after he
these video releases. But for those who left. He is to find the man who created
know me, this is no surprise. I search out the Trancer program and kill him. He is
helped by his 20th century wife, his girlthe best of the worst movies available.
As I have already said, the first movie friend, who is a renegade from the prothis week is Trancers 3. This is the most gram and partial trancer, and a robot
recent in the continuing saga of Jack called Shark.
This movie has several Full Moon
Deth, a trancer hunter from the future.
Trancers are a mutated form of humans. regulars. Tim Thomerson, who is comThe mutations make them into peting for a space in the B-movie Hall of
superhumans, faster and stronger than is Fame, is Jack Deth. Megan Ward, in
believed possible. It, however, makes what only seems like her tenth movie for
them easy to control and prone to fits of the company, is his 24th century wife,
psychotic rage. Sounds like the ideal AJice Stillwell. Helen Hunt is his 20th
football player. The facts are as follows: century wife, Lena. Also returning from
Jack Deth, after successfully defeating the first two movies is Thelma Hopkins,
the Trancers in the first two movies, is getting her third promotion in three
stranded in the 20th century. (He be- movies, as now-Commander Raines.
longs in the 24th) His 20th century wife
(he has a spare in his own time) is divorcSee OUTLINE, page 16
ing him. Things look upwhen he is taken

Malcolm X & Dracula: a wonderful Thanksgiving feast
By STEVEN YOUNGKIN
400 years and moves forward
Recently, my illustrious col- with Stoker's famous story. The
league Alan Duc)...'Worth offered movie continues with Dracula
me some constructive criticism. discovering that his Elizabeta
He told me that he didn 't like might have been reborn as a
my use of the word "delicious" young girl in London named
when describing the movie Hero . Mina. Dracula then travels to
He commented that " delicious" London and attempts to make
should be used to refer to food Mina his eternal bride.
Despite the title, this is
and not to movies. Well, in
honor of the upcoming holiday Coppola's Dracula an the way.
and at the ri k of offending Mr. In nearly every shot, he makes
Duc)...'Worth, I'm going to use a his presence known. Above all
else, this is a visual movie. Evfood analogy again.
Just in time for Thanksgiv- erything from the costumes to
ing, this week s movies can best the special effects to the scenery
be described as a delicious, is done in a loud and colorful
though empty, dessert and a rich, style. Nothing in the movie is
meaty seven-course fea t with subtle. Every scene is played at
all the trimmings. Like any kid the level of high opera with evat a meal like this, I'll start with ery line of dialogue ending in an
exclamation point. The combithe dessert first.
Bram Stoker's Dracula is the nation of the camera and the
latest movie from filmmaker music and costumes is dizzying
Francis Ford Coppola (Godfa- and hypnotic.
Gary Oldman (Sid and
ther, Apocalypse Now). Combining both legend and the origi- Nancy, JFK), as the dark prince,
nal novel, the movie opens with gives an inventive performance.
Prince Vlad (GaryOldman)who Considering that he appears in
was known as " Vlad the no less than ix different forms,
Impaler" because of his unique everything from a 400-year-old
way of finishing off his enemies. man to a giant bat to young
Vlad ' s beloved Elizabeta aristocrat, he manages to avoid
(Winona Ryder) is led to be- calling attention to all the
lieve that he died in battIe and makeup. He allows the special
throws herself into the waters effectsofhis appearance to serve
below. Upon discovering this, him rather than the other way
Vlad then curses God and vows around.
In addition to Oldman, Anthat he will never die and will
become a servant of evil. He thony Hopkins (Silence of the
then transforms himself into' a Lambs) is also on hand to provide necessary comic relief. As
vampire known as Dracula.
After that, the movie skips the wonderfully campy Dr. Van

Helsing, Hopkins succeeds in where he renounces the black
portraying a man who treats separatist philosophy that he
chopping the heads off of vam- preached for 12 years.
For each of the major stages
pires as something that's done
in Malcolm's life, Spike Lee
everyday.
As intense and rich as the chooses a different style to
movie looks, it is oddly distant. complement each one of them.
No strong narrative thread con- The first hour, which tells of
nects the scenes. Instead, the Malcolm X's life as zoot-suited
scenes appear as separate set hustler and ladies' man, isdeliripieces, each reaching a climax ouslyentertaining. Lee uses his
and then moving on to some- trademark style and combines
thing else. All of the perfor- both music and comedy to cremances, except for Oldman and ate a sense of energy and life in
Hopkins, are also unimpressive. thesescenesthatisamazing. The
There's no real sense of emo- early scenes grab the audience.
tion in any of the characters. As
After Malcolm is arrested,
a result, while the audience can the movie changes along with
enjoy the movie, they don't get the character. Lee, confidently
anything out of it.
knowing that he has us, proAs the seven-course feast, ceeds to alter his tone and beSpike Lee's Malcolm X is a film come slowly and steadily more
that can be described as nothing powerlul. For the most part, he
less than an EVENT. Spike Lee forsakes his style and allows
has managed to tame his jazzy Malcolm X's words to speak for
style of directing (though not themselves. While the last twodeserting it entirely) in order to thirds of the movie don't have
create a story that is both enter- the frenetic pace of the first hour,
taining and powerful atthe same it is just as exciting.
time.
Everything about the movie
Based on "The Autobiogra- is epic. From the length, close
phy of Malcolm X," the movie to three-and-one-half hours, to
tells the story of black man the settings (Harlem, Boston
named Malcolm Little (Denzel and Mecca) to the cast (175
Washington) who starts out as a speaking parts), everything is
hustler and thief and later be- done on a grand scale. Despite
comes the powerful civil rights the potential for overdoing it,
speakernamed Malcolm X. The though, Lee always remains a
movie details the major trans- storyteller and never allows the
formations in his life, first in material to overwhelm him. In
prison, where he is introduced spite of its size, the story is surto Islam by a fellow prisoner prisingIyintimate, with Malcolm
(A1bertHaU) and laterinMecca X constantly remaining a man,

albeit a brilliant and charismatic
one. Lee pays tribute to him
without ever making the movie
look like a worshipful event. This
allows the movie to be all the
more affecting.
The performances are also
powerful. Denzel Washington
(Glory) is nothing short of superb in the title role. Despite
the vast change in character he
undergoes throughout the film,
he remains believable throughout and smoothly carries the
audience through these transformations. He also manages to
convince the people of Malcolm
X'soratorica1 brilliance. Bysubt1y altering his speaking style
depending on the audience,
from white males at Harvard to
the Black Muslims, Washington conveys Malcolm X's ability
to affect an audience.
Another impressive performance is AJ Freeman, Jr. as
Elijah Muhammad, the leader
of the Islamic nation. At all
times, he remains quietly powerful and enigmatic. He purposely never allows anyone to
see what he is thinking but conveys a sense of power that makes
it easy to see why Malcolm was
as devoted to him as he was.
Once a year, a movie comes
out that ascends the art of filmmaking and becomes an entity
unto itself. It becomes both artistic and important. Last year
that movie was JFK. This year,
it is Malcolm X. Easily the best
movie of the year.
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It's Only Rock & Roll

Stones N' Roses alone: Keith, Ronnie & Izzy go solo
By PHIL NUGENT
While there hasn't been a
studio album from the Rolling
Stones since 1989'sSteel ~Vheels,
this season has seen a cornucopia of solo albums released by
members"of the World's Oldest
R o ck ' n Roll Band . Th e
rockslide started with Charlie
Watts' tribute to jazz great
Charlie Pa rker, fo llowed by
Ronnie Wood 's Slide On This,
and Keith Richards' Ma in Ofjender, all of which may well be
eclipsed by Mick Jagger's latest
effort, Wandering Spiril (Sorry,
Jerry!), due out in February.
We'll get to Jazz and Jagger
another time; this week is devoted to Keith, Ronnie, and Izzy
Stradlin, late of Guns N' Roses,
who recently came out with his
own Stones-flavored solo offering.
Keith Richards: Main Offender
Just as John Lennon was the
avant-garde intellectual to
McCartney's popster, solo . albums by Jagger and Richards
have proven that Keith provided
the grunge to Mick's pop sensibility. When Mick and Keith
worked together, each was able
to balance the other out, and
they created some of the most
essential rock & roll ever. Their
solo albums have shown that
when you separate the Glimmer
Twins, you're making a big mis-

take. How could Mick and
Keith, the Twin Towers of the
one-time World 's Greatest
Rock & Roll Band, put out such
completely lousy music on their
own? And why do they continue to do so?
Frankly, this is a bleak album, although coming after his
earlier mediocre effort Talk Is
Cheap, I should have known
better than to be disappointed .
I have to admit, I'm somewhat
in the minority here: critics raved
over Talk as a gem that showed
where the true grit of the Stones
lay. There s truth in the grit
part, but there's not much else,
on either of Richards' albums.
There are boatloads of classic
riffs here, but no hooks, no melodies, and not much of interest.
Most of the tracks are boring,
indistinguishable, and repetitive. If you've heard "Wicked as
it Seems" --well, that's about as
good as it gets, along with the
moderately catchy " Eileen. "
For better, check out Keith's
younger brother in the Family
Stone, Ronnie.
Ronnie Wood: Slide On This
Slide On This is Ronnie's first
solo album since 1981's 1234,
and it has been a self-proclaimed
labor oflove: he took five months
to record the album, and the
liner notes mention that "he has
been totally involved in every

TED, from page 10
about the ghost. As I entered he flew
from his chair, nearly tripping over his
flowing white robe and said, " You have
seen him !! !" Yogi was ghastly pale and
his breathing was shallow. "Tell me what
I have seen; I must know! "
Yogi'seyes became fixed and his voice
trembled, " It was a long time ago. My
great-grandfather, the original Yogi
Shree Sullivan Rashneesh, told me about
a classmate when he was a lL. I forget
the lad's name, I believe it was Ted or
something equally ridiculous. Ted could
not handle the pressure of law school.
The poor, wretched boy was driven to
madness by the socratic method. One
day he just snapped in property class and
held a dueling pistol to the professor's
head . He threatened to shoot unless the
professor told him exactly how the Rule
Against Perpetuities worked. Ted was
carted away to Eastern State and the
professor was pushing up daisies next to
the law school. Poor Ted eventually died
, and never learned the answers to any of
his questions.))
"How tragic" I said. Yogi told me I
shouldn't feel bad about it, "No one in
his class liked the little twerp anyway."
''What can I do Yogi? How can I free
myself?" He sighed and said there is only

aspect from pre-planning to mixing." And that's not all: "The
vocals, however, prove that he is
truly gifted." Well, maybe it's
hard being the fifth Stone, the
youngest in the family, and never
getting the attention you so richly
deserve. So why not give yourself some positive feedback on
your own album?
Wood has corralled Charlie
Watts, the Edge, vocalist Joe
E lliott, keyboardist Ian
McLagan, and the Hothouse
Flowers, among others, to assist
him on Slide, which overall has a
bluesy StoneslFacessound . Yet,
it is a rich, eclectic mix, with
everything from the strangely
upbeat "Knock YerTeeth Out '
to the country polka "R agtime
A nni e." " Some body E lse
Might" has a mood reminiscent
of Robert " Don't Be Afraid of
the Dark" Cray and "Testify"
has a vaguely Robbie Robertson
quality. Perhaps not surprisingly, there are several songs
that could have been done by
Keith Richards, but which offer
more than he does on Main Offender. Woods' voice is certainly no better--it sounds like a
bad mix of Richards and Rod
Stewart--and the baJJads show
its limitations. It must be a certain joie de vivre that Wood
brings to the process, and which
Richards has long since lost. If

love is in the details, it's the little
measures, such as the violin on
the plaintive "Always Wanted
More" that make this album
worth listening to. Ultimately,
despite the substantial assistance
and many influences, this remains Wood's album, and it
nicely defines his personal style.
IzzJ Stradlin and the Ju Ju
Hounds
Think of a mixture of Exile
On Main Street and Appetite For
Destmction. No. it's not that
good but at its best the former
guitarist for Guns N' Roses gets
close to the best of the Stones
and GNR. Stradlin didn't exactly play Ronnie Wood to Axl
Rose and Slash; he was a major
musical influence and songwriter
for the group. Which means
two things: the band is going to
miss him, and his solo work has
more credibility going into it
than might be imagined.
This is the album that Keith
Richards might have been able
to come up with twenty years
ago; today, the student far outpaces what Professor " KeefRiff
Hard" is producing. Stradlin
acts as if he's glad to be rid of the
baggage of his old band; his style
is less offensive than that of the
unbalanceo Rose; (nu attaI,;K~\J1l
gays, minorities, or unkind critics on this album), and Stradlin
is free to pursue a more laid-

LOSER, from page 11

OUTLINE, from page 15

dig deep into his pockets to support the
advancing collective fog. The evening's
lies you have heard are no longer the
badge of a good storyteller; they are the
mark of Cain, aliarand acheat. Theyare
the sine qua non of one who can scoop
two aces with his pinkie and set them
back on the bar as is, while objectively
appearing to roll them from the cup.
To protect himself, the player becomes a procedure freak, just like the
student in the comer of a CivPro bingo
card. He looks not to facts but to the
methods by which they were introduced.
He can tell by sound whether his opponent is shaking the cup with only four
dice instead of five. He objects most
indignantly should any player deviate
but slightly from the set procedural rules.
But then the game is over, and good
cheer reigns again . . . until the next
game.
As smoothly as the player moves from
gracious to vicious, without ever losing
sight of his long-term goal, be it to get
drunk, laid or both, so must the law
student make the same transition while
advancing toward graduation. Remember the words of Big Daddy in Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof: "Mendacity? You got to
live with mendacity. There's nothing to

Andrew Robinson plays Col. Daddy
Muthuh, the creator of the Trancer program. The only way to characterize his
performance is as an over-the-top, evil
televangilist. I know that sounds redundant, but he is worse than any I have ever
seen.
This is a fun movie . It has good
Production values, lots of action, and just
enough humor. Unless you are a lightweight, I give this movie three beers.
The Guyva: What a title! Hell, I can't
even pronounce it, yet I get to explain
what it is. Actually, this is a prime example of what a family B-movie is. Violent, but in a cartoon sort of way. Lots of
campy, low-brow humor. Nothing, but
innocent fun. The kids will love it but
we're not lkids, at least not physically. So
what about adults? Well let's have a
look see.
The plot revolves around the activities of an alien race eons ago. Apparently, they created the human race as an
organic weapon. Now one alien has
returned and is mutating humans into
monsters, which he can control using his
will power. The humans can mutate or
de-mutate at will. In addition, the aliens
left behind a "Guyver." This is a device
which creates a suit of armor around its

back, bluesy sound for half the
album, interspersed with more
traditional GNR-esque cuts.
Several of the best songs, including "Somebody Knockin',"
"Shuffle It All," and " H ow Will
It Go 'would not be out of place
on the Stones' Exile or SticJ...)!
Fingers. While some may call
his act derivative I think Stradlin
deserves credit for being forthright and successful at replicating a style, when many musicians are neither (See "Black
Crowes Deny Influence of
Stones"). Stradlinshowshiscreativity by taking the reggae tune
"Pressure Drop" and turning it
into a lesson in thrash(!).
The album's weaker songs
are those that are more GNRderived, such as " Bucket 0'
Trouble" a nd "Cuttin ' The
Rug. " Ronnie Wood attempts
to do StradJin a favor by making
an appearance, with his own
song, "Take a Look at the Guy,"
in tow. Unfortunately, Ronnie
was saving all his good songs for
his own album. Anyway,Stradlin
makes up for the low points with
the la t track, " Come On Now
Inside (and warm me up)." In
response to the question, "Izzy
or Izzn't he?" --Stradlin Iz! He s
"uc;u;cdcd in mah-ing a bctter-

than-average rock & roll album
here; no fan of Stones N' Roses
should ignore it.

be killed. The movie begins with the bad
guys killing a scientist who stole the
Guyver from them but not before he
successfully hid it. They go after his
daughter thinking she knows where it is.
By coincidence, her boyfriend finds it
and accidently activates it, becoming the
Guyver. He teams up with a C.I.A. agent
to try and protect the girl from the alien
and his roaming gang of mutated humans.
Have you ever wondered what happened to some of the young stars of the
'70s? You know, the people that had
postersmadeofthem. Well twoofthem
are here. Mark Hamill plays e.I.A. agent
Max Reed. Luke Sk.-ywalker isn't even
the primary hero. But he has a giant role
compared to Jimmy Walker, who is one
of the two male stooges in the mutated
gang called M.e. Striker. He spends
about half his time in a mutated state so
the actor supplies only the voice. Jack
Armstrong plays Sean Barker, the primary hero. Peter Spellos, who has appeared in the Mad Max movies, plays
Lister, the head of the Monster Gang.
And his boss is played by Doug Simpson,
as the alien who poses as a human,
Quinlon.

The movie is a great example what
can be right and wrong with a B-movie.
It is a lot of fun, but it has some holes.
This would be a fun movie to unwind to
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Events Calendar
Monday, Nov. 23
"Where Abortion Law is Headed:" Law Students for Choice sponsors a talk with
Prof. Gerhardt, 3p.m., room 119.
Birthday: The Boogeyman himself, Boris Karloff (1887).
MuscareUe Museum FIlm: "Masters of Modem Sculpture," 4 p.m.
Charles Center Movie Series: 'The Vanishing" (Dutch and French w/English
subtitles), Charles Center (fucker basement), 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 24
Music:
Soul Asylum and Lemonheads, Flood Zone.
Indigo Girls, JMU Center for the Arts.
Birthdays: Marc Bernstein (1967).
Henre de Toulouse-Lautrec (1864).
Scott Joplin (1868).
Dale Carnegie (1888).
William F. Bucldey, Jr. (1925).
Explosion: Vesuvius erupts (1759).
Murder: Jack Ruby shoots Lee Harvey Oswald on live television (1963).
Wednesday, Nov. 2S
No Classes: Thanksgiving Break Begins!
Music:
Soul Asylum and Lemonheads, Boathouse, Norfolk.
Merl Saunders & the Rain Forest Band, Lewis, Norfolk.
Birthday: Joe DiMaggio (1914).
Boom! Dynamite invented (1866).
BOOM! First atomic reactor built (1960).
Thursday, Nov. 26
Thanksgiving
Jamestown SeUJement's annual Food and Feasts in 17th Century Virginia,
continues through Nov. 28. For info, call 229-1607.
Woodstock Foreshadowed: Alice in Wonderland published (1865).
Friday, Nov. 27
Music: BS&M, Flood Zoue;, Riclununu.

.
.

Pro Hockey: Richmond Renegades, Richmond Coliseum.
Prestige: Nobel Prize established (1895).

Saturday, Nov. 28
. Music:
Egypt, Peppermint Beach Oub.
Night Ranger, Boathouse, Norfolk.
Indecision, Flood Zone, Richmond.
Cold Peace: Reagan administration exceeds SALT II arms agreement for the
first time (1986).
Sunday, Nov. 29
1l..s start to panic.
BOOM! BOOM! First underground atomic explosion, Frenchman Flat, Nevada
(1951).
Monday, Nov. 30
Charles Center Movie Series: "Truly, Madly, Deeply," Charles Center (fucker
basement), 7 p.m.
Birthdays: Samuel Clemens, a.k.a. Mark Twain (1835).
Winston Churchill (1874).
Women's Ub: First meteorite known to have struck a woman (1954).
Tuesday, Dec. 1
Institute of Early American History and Culture Colloquium: " Personal Ethics
in Slave Societies," Mechal Sobel, University of Haifa, visiting professor of
history, Institute library, Swem library, 7:30 p.m.
Birthday: Woody Allen (1935).
W&M Concert Band: PBK, 8 p.m. No admission.
Christopher Wren Singers: Wren Building, 8:15 p.m.
Wednesda~Dec.2

Holiday Concert: William and Mary Chamber Orchestra, Great Hall, Wren
Building, 7 p.m. Admission, $2. Reservations, ext. 11089.
Birthdays: Peter Carl Goldmark, developed color TV and LP record (1906).
William Randolph Hearst (1915).
Kroner Foreshadowed: Napolean crown himself first French Emporer (1804).
We're Still Paying: First savings bank opens, Philadelphia Savings Fund (1816).
No Nukes! First controlled nuclear reaction at University of Chicago (1942).
Pump It Up: First permanent artificial heart successfully implanted (1982).
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Thursday, Dec. 3
Town and Gown Luncheon: "Virginia Justice in Historical Perspective: The case
of OdeU Waller," Richard B. Shennan, CC Ballroom, 12:15 p.m.
Panel Presentation OD Careers in International Affairs: by reps of graduate
schools, Blow Hall 311, 4 p.m. Sponsored by Office of Career Services..
Concert: William and Mary Choir and Chorus, PBK, 8:15 p.m. General
Admission, $4.
TwioIde, TwioIde: Galileo invents teIesoope (1621).
Southern Rodeo Association Show: Richmond Coliseum.
Friday, Dec. 4
Concert: William and Mary Choir and Chorus, PBI{, 8:15 p.m. General
admission, $4.
CoUege Oub Holiday BaD: for info, call 565-2451.
Saturday, Dec. 5
Christmas Craft Show: Trinkle Hall, 10 am. to5 p.m. Free ~n. For info,
calI87~7.

Birthday: Walter Elias Disney (1901).
Smartass: Phi Beta Kappa founded (1776).
Green Spring Garden Oub Christmas Home Tour: to benefit Williamsburg
Community Hospital and fund a hortirultural scholarship. For info, call
229~718.

Men's Basketball: \IS. Citadel, W&M Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Concert: William and Mary Choir, PBI{, 2 and 8:15 p.m. General ~n $4.
Music:
Hail Ketchum, Boathouse, Norfolk.
I.ivewire Presents: "Fiesta Latina w/Salsa 90", Flood Zone
Christmas Craft Show: Trinkle Hall, 10 am. to 4:30 p.m. Free ~n.
GaDery Talk: "African Art," Richard B. Woodward, curator of African art,
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, MuscareUe Museum, 3 p.m.
Music at the MuscareUe: 4 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 7
CoincideDce? Pearl Harbor attacked (1941) and first day of finals (1992)
WUliamsburg S)'1D.phonia: "Handel's "Messiah," with the ViIginia Choral
Society, PBI<, 8:15 p.m. TICkets, $12, adults; $6, children, students. For
reservations, call229-9857.
Ftrst State: Delaware ratifies Constitution (17if7).
Tuesday, Dec. 8
RACE general meeting: Musical program by the Botetourt Singers and
appearance by Santa OausIHannaklaus, CC Ballroom, 1 p.m.
Music: Public Enemy, Flood Zone.
Birthday: William Durant, OM founder (1861).
Wednesday, Dec. 9
Post T&E Exam: Paul's Deli, ASAP after 4 p .m.
Birthdays: Oarence Birdseye, frozen veggie guru (1886).
Kirk Douglas (1918).
Muckraking: Noah Webster establishes New York's first daily newspaper
(1793).
Thursday, Dec. 10
Town and Gown Luncheon: Musical program by the Botetourt Singers, CC
ballroom, 12:15 p.m.
Music: Johnny Quest, Flood Zone.
Birthdays: Emily Dickinson (1830).
Melvi1 Dewey (Dewey decimal system) (1851).
Heretic: Martin Luther publicly bums papal edict demanding he recant (1520).
Friday, Dec. 11
Music: Boy-Oh-Boy, Flood Zone.
· Birthday: Hector Berlioz, composer (1803).
· Freak of Nature: Snow fa1Is in San Francisco (1932).
Saturday, Dec. 12
Yule Log Ceremony: Wren Courtyard, 6 p.m.
Music: Soul Hat w{Thumper, Flood Zone.
· Bithday: Frank Sinatra (1915).
Sunday, Dec. 13
They Said It Couldn't Be Done: Wright Brothers make first airplane flight at
Kittyhawk, N.C. (1903).
Move Over Ben Franklin: Susan B. Anthony doUar issued (1978).
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Intentional Fouls

Expansion draft to produce record breaking B-ball season
By ERIC CHASSE
Since last week's preseason
scan of the NBA's Eastern Confere nce is going so well thus far
(you realize, of course, that I
meant the Celtics would win 50
games over the neA"! two years,
didn't you?), I might as well stick
my proverbial neck on the line
once again and pick the West:
Midwest Division
1. Jazz: One Stockton and a
pair of Malones is more than
enough to win this race. Despite the presence of former VA
brat John Crotty on the roster,
look for Utah to pull away early.
2. Spurs: David Robinson is
the Admiral, but ~~thout Terry
Cummings and Willie Anderson in the lineup, he is leading a
sinking ship. Jerry Tarkanian
will have trouble adjusting to

the NBA's salary cap, which is
considerably less than what he
worked under at UNLV.
3. Rockets: Hakeem is ticked
off and wants a trade--Houston
has finally found what it takes to
get the big man to play inspired
basketball. In addition, the three
guard rotation of Maxwell,
Floyd, and Kenny Smith is
among the best in the league.
4. Timberwolves: OK, OK, so
Laettner hasn't fallen into the
Danny Ferry syndrome yet.
However, the real reason for
Minnesota's surge in the standings will be Chuck Person and
Michael Williams.
5. Nuggets: Mutombo in the
middle, Chris Jackson from the
perimeter, and Laphonso Ellis
and Bryant Stith everywhere in
between; give this team a couple

Beethoven's
a Cafe--deli
featuring

Reubens, Sailors, Beethoven,
Mozart. Corned Beef. &
Pastrami.
Also N.Y. Cheesecake.
Homt::Illade Soups and
la~ Our Faroous
F"rench Onion Soup Au
Gratin (nightly)

,,~ Jjrrt~~U!~
aCqf.......
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of years, and maybe a coach
with teeth, and look out.
6. Mavericks: It should be a
good indication of Dallas' woes
that they can mange neither to
trade their best player, Derek
Harper, nor sign the one guy
who could give the franchise a
jumpstart, Jimmy Jackson.
Pacific Division:
1. Suns: Even I can't miss this
one; Charles is in charge of the
most talented congregation of
players this side of the Dream
Team. This team isso deep that
two ex-all stars, Ainge and
Chambers, can't even crack the
starting lineup. Just wait till KJ
comes back.
2. Blazers: Unfortunately, Portland plays in basketball's strongest division, or else they would
be getting Sun and Bull-like attention too. I still can't understand, though, why they would
go out and sign Rod Strickland
for big bucks when they already
have Terry Porter. Maybe they
are as dumb as people say.
3. Waniors: As Billy Owens
comes intO his own, Golden
State will be a force to reckon
with for years to come. Mitch
Richmond is the best player not
to have played in the Olympics,
and aging Chris Mullin is in no
danger of losing a step--he was
never fast to begin with.
4. Sonics: Shawn Kemp is already one of the most feared
players in the league, and he
only just graduated (chew on
that one, KentucJ..)' fans). Luckily for Seattle, they don't give
points for the three R's.
5. Lakers: Like the league's
other once proud franchise, the
Magic-less showtime squad will

have to struggle to the playoffs.
6. Clippers: LA was on the right
track before that disastrous trade
with the Knicks. Danny Manning can't do it alone.
7. Kings: Another no brainer-1 mean its Sacramento, right?
Walt Williams gives them another high scorer who will shoot
40% from the field and play
mediocre defense at best.
********** ••
Anybody else catch M-W's
answer to the Dream Team the
other night at Quarterpath
Park? It seems our own beloved
faculty is the new powerhouse
in the Williamsburg Recreation
" Slow-Break" League (that
means that after every basket,
an appointee of each team must
meet at mid-court to debate constitutional jurisprudence while
his teammates rest). Led by the
outside shooting of "Curly" Neal
Devins and Paul "Silus" Marcus,
the team gained a moral, if not
actual, victory in holding a bigger, quicker squad to approximately 12 percent shooting.
Twin

Towl;r~

Ron

Rosenberg and Dave Douglas
could have made the difference
in the game, but were nowhere

to be found. Will these contract
disputes never end?
******** ****
Much to the chagrin of my
editor, the biggest sports news
last week centered on the baseball expansion draft. As long as
we are in a predicting mode, let
me go on record as saying that
several hitters will enjoy career
years next year, with heretofore
unheard -of power statistics.
Look for National Leaguers like
Kevin Mitchell, Fred McGriff
and Howard Johnson to approach 50 homers ne>.."! season.
Go back in time to other expansions, and my theory of betterhittingisborneout. In 1%1,
when the Angels came into the
league, Roger Maris was even
better than Ruthian. In 1968,
Carl Yastrzmski led the AL with
a .301 average; the nell:t year
with expansion (Padres, Expo ),
about a dozen players passed
that mark. Most recently, in
1977 when the Blue Jays and the
Mariners were added to the AL,
Rod Carew hit a robust .388
with 100 RBh; nc.\ hau fc.l' a

Punch and Judy hitter.

.............

'Night, Yaz wherever you are.

We want you!
The Colonial Echo, the yearbook of the College of
William & Mary, wants to include all William &
Mary graduate and professional schools in its 1993
edition, especially since it will be highlighting the
300 year history of the ODllege. If you, and a group
ofyour friends ,would be interested in coordinating
a graduate and professional schools section, the
Echo will give you 16 pages in the book. Please call
221 -3317 and leave a message on the Echo phone.

J oin us and relax with
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cklSSical music atmosphere.
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229-7069

No'w featuring a daily
special for William
aIld Mary Students
~Nith current 1.0.

Escape for • European Style Coffees •
• Authentic Espresso Drinks •
• Homemade Baked Goods •
Williamsburg Crossing
5251 John Tyler Highway

(804) 229-9791
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1M wrap-ups: lLs take football title & Angola revenged
By BILL MADIGAN
Another fall season ofM-W intramural sports has come to a close. Even
though the playoffs still rage on in football, soccer, and basketball, this will be
the final report of this action-packed
semester. So, as I wipe away a sad tear
and dab the comers of my eyes with a
venomous note from a team captain, I
leave you with the season's final poil .
FOOTBALL WRAP-UP: Because of
some rescheduling of games and some
games occurring too late for inclusion in
the database, this poil will be no more
accurate than usual, so enjoy.
1. Intent To Harm
2. We're Comin' In
3. Mojo
4. Cunning Litigants
5. Crimes Against Nature
6. Earnest Borgnines
7. Toaster Burn
8. Excessive Force
9. lL Tortfeasors
The new reigning champ of M-W
footbail is that lL powerhouse, Intent
To Harm. Despite the disparaging remarks of a certain sportswriter, Intent
went undefeated in the men's A division,
outscoring their victims, 127-13. Leading the carnage was team captain, Bryan
"Damage" Fratkin, who vowed that the
team would prove my preseason poll
wrong. Unfortunately, I'm not big
enough to admit it when I'm wrong.
Invadingthe number two spot is We're
Comin' In, who is also undefeated, and
has outscored their opponents 115-7.

Team captain Pat " On The Ass" SOCCER WRAP-UP: M-W teams fin- Neverwases. Featuring such basketball
Connolly attributes the team's success to ished the regular season with an overall luminaries as lL's King Tower, Steve
its continental flavor; the team is made record of 18-7-2, outscoring their hapless "Adore" Otero, and Rus Foster "Child,"
up of lL's, 2L's, and 3L's. Comin' has opponents 237-139. The playoffs have the N everwases have manhandled their
dominated on both sides of the bail, but just begun, and so far, it's been a mixed opponents on the way to a 3-1 regular
the 'Sack Attack", led by Jennie "An- bag for John and George. Los Pedejos, season record. Despite the utter shame
drew" Johnson, "Billie" Jean King, "PM" 3-0-1 in the regular season, lost their first and embarrassment of a loss to an
Dawn Delvecchio, and Cathy Clemens playoff game. However, it isn't ail bad, undergrad team, the team has recovered
" Room", is the heart (as weil as some because they lost to feilow law school nicely just in time for the playoffs.
And finaIly, we have Spew. Don't get
footsters, Defending Champs (4-0 in the
other parts) of the team.
Filling in the next three spots are regular season). The "Bazooka" Joe the mop, because I am simply referring
Mojo, Cunning Litigants, and· Crimes SomerviIle-led Champs have proven that to the undefeated 2L team of Ken "Doll"
Against Nature, all of whom retain their their three wins by forfeit didn't leave Dodds, " Slim" Jim O'Brien, Dave
relative positions to one another. These them rusty for the postseason. The co- "Afraid Of The" DeIk, Scott Greco "Roteams had games rescheduled, so there's rec Delk's Boys, also 4-0, got a first- man" (a 3L infiltrator), and Jason "Of
nothing new to report.
round bye based on their regular season Sam" Davis. Good luck in the playoffs to
The Earnest Borgnines find them- domination and fashio n sense. Idle Time these three teams and all the other unselves in the number six spot after win- is still biding their time, lL Justice is still named M -Wbasketbail teams that didn't
ning two games in a row. They con- in chambers, Joe's Last Chance is stiIl bother to drop me a note.
demned the Tazmanian Devils 12-3 and waiting for it, and FDS is stilI on the shelf, . INDMDUALSPORTS: Forthosewithout friends, intramurals offers a wide
adjusted Attitude Adjustment 25-6. At all waiting for their first playoff games.
number 7 is Toaster Burn who, despite 3 x 3 BASKETBALL: The Angolan Na- array of individual sports. And just as in
losing their first two games, ended the tional Team is back, and it has become the team competitions, M-W pistol whips
regular season at 2-2.
the Dream Team of M-W. After an 81- those peskl' undergrads. Just ask bilSliding into the bottom two spots are pointspankingatthe handsofthe United liards champ, "Stairway To" Kevin KroExcessive Force and lL Tortfeasors, both States in Barcelona, the Angolans have ner. This fail season has also brought
of whom started off the season with a resurfaced in Williamsburg to take their fame and glory to some of M-W's solo
promising win, but ended with a three- revenge. They've recruited three Ameri- athletes. In weightIifting, "Assault With
game skid. Excessive Force was only can law students to aid in their crusade. Intent To" Rob Walsh captured first
able to score one touchdown in its last Chris "Co" Koomey, BilI "Me Later" place in the 167-lb. division by lifting a
three games, with that touchdown com- Connolly, Oem "March, April" Maynard hefty 295 100. (or was it that Rob was in
ing off the arm of Mike Him "It Through led the Angolans to a 3-1 regular season the 295 lb. division and lifted 167 100.; it
The Grapevine", subbing for the team's record, along the way beating that 3L was one of those). In that sport of kings,
injured quarterback in the final game of powerhouse, Eric & The Boys. Not only bowling, Pat "On The Ass" Connoily
the regular season. The Tortfeasors suf- are the Angolans superb athletes, but took second place with a score of 544.
fered from having to playa tough sched- their press releases evidence the team's Patwould have won the tournament, but
ule down the stretch; they were forced to poetic talents. No other team has sub- when he got three strikes, he thought he
mitted scores and highlights that rhymed. was out, so he went home.
play teams that could beat them.
Act now, and you can get your own copy THANKS: to .all the team captains that
of the Angolan verse set to the music of took the time to drop me their scores and
Slayer. The Angolans have won their highlights, especially those that did it on
first playoff game, dining on Marriott 58- a regular basis. Please keep it up next
semester (dropping me the scores and
25.
Other M-W teams include the highlights, that is).

Don't let a .10 BAC on the weekends
become a .10 GPA.
Tum a 4.0 BAC into a 4.0GPA instead
A public selVice announcement brought to you by the
Amicus Curiae

Let US arrange your call back travel!
Daily deliveries to the law school

.I!II

~~

TRAVEL
SERVICE

We Support the Marshall.Wythe Public Service Fund

Mention this ad and U Travel will donate $5 to the Fund
with your purchase of $250 or more*

Call 253·1212 or 877·7227
Plan now for Holiday travel!
U Travel Service· The Village Shops at Kingsmill 1915 Pocohontas Trail- Williamsburg, VA 23185
*Certain restrictions may apply. Offer expires December 31, 1992
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To make matters worse, Cartee said
While he said that there are obviously dergraduate inter-scholastic team (i.e.,

FEES, from page 1
pus environmental resources such as the
Wildflower Refuge, erosion and bare
spots on campus (due to leaf blowers and
bicycles, among other things), and the
lack of paths and ramps to make the
campus truly bicycle accessible. It was
announced that, largely due to student
efforts, the College recycles more than
17 percent of its waste, which exceeds the
state mandate and is arguably the most
far-reaching recycling campaign of any
Virginia college.
Cartee Lists Grad Student Inequities
Joe Cartee (3L), president of the Student Bar Association and head of the
G APS (Graduate and Professional Students) organization was also scheduled
to address the BOV, but was unable to
do so because of illness. Cartee planned
to apprise the BO V of the GAPS efforts
to achieve equity in the distribution of
student activities fees at the College.

FIGHT, from page 1
rifles to people who are willing
to be part of a volunteer patrol
force," Rabkin said, offering the
idea as an example of a program
that would empower local residents.
Rabkin'scommentdrew immediate criticism from other
panelists. Drew Days, a Yale
law professor and former Assistant Attorney General for Civil
Rights in the Carter Admirustration, called it "Swiftian," and
said "people who talk about the
problems but offer no solutions
are not helpfuL"
Terry Eastland, a Fellow at
the Ethics and Public Policy
Center joined Rabkin in challenging the viability of current
forms of government action.
Eastland raised the question of
ending affirmative action programs. If they are remedies, he
said, "there ought to come a day
when they are no longer necessary." Days answered, "As long
as it takes."
Professor Neal Devins, who
organized the symposium said
he thought the debate was pro-

several irutiatives which could be taken
to improve the lot of graduate students at
William and Mary, the mostglaringproblem at present is that grad students pay
about $220,000 in student fees, and receive less than 20 percent of that amount
indirect allocation to grad student activities.
Cartee said that each grad student
pays $600 per year on student activities
fees and $96 per year ill athletic fees.
While activities fees go to support many
services which are used extensively by
the grad student population, such as intramural sports and the recreational center, other services, such as the Colonial
Echo yearbook (for which each student
pays $9 year), are of absolutely no interest to them. In addition, the rec center,
which consumes $1 00,000 of student fees
a year to pay the compensation and benefits of the director and his staff, is used
by faculty and staff, not only by students.
Athletic fees are used to support un-

ductive despite the blunt tone.
"I think it's useful for students
to have some exposure to the
real world difficulties presented
by the concepts we spend so
much time dealing with in a less
tangible way." Despite the disagreements, Devins was able to
point to consensus among all
the panelists on the need for a
more individual approach to affirmative action.
Like the panelists, audience
members offered wide-ranging
comments during the town
meeting, but most focused on
the need for some alternative
means of implementing affirmative action solutions. Mary
Bicouvaris, a high-school government teacher and former
Teacher of the Year, lamented
the distribution of scholarship
funds to middle·dass blacks who
don't really need aid, when
equally qualified and more
needy people are turned down
for lack of access. But according to Drew Days "Affirmative
action is not designed to deal
with economic problems. It was
designed to deal with discriminatory exclusion of people of
certain races and ethnic back-

NCAA) sports. While useful for undergraduates who wish to compete in these
sports, as well as for fundrai ing purposes, such team sport eA'"pend itu res have
little impact on the quality of life for grad
students.
The problem, said Cartee, is that the
fee system is admirustered by the Board
of Student Affairs (BSA), which is more
concerned with eA-panding its own fund ing power than focusing on administrative policy and making policy recommendations. Ten years ago, when grad
students comprised only five percent of
the College population, putting the BSA
in charge of funding made good sense.
Today, however, the College is more
than 30 percent graduate students but
the BSA still controls the purse strings.
Cartee believes that some recognition
must be made for the increased presence
of grad students, and that the current
system simply amounts to a grad school
subsidy of undergraduate programs.

grounds." He specifically challenged need-based affirmative
action. "If you move to focus
affirmative action on economic
classes you wouldn't do much in
termsofbringing in those groups
that have been excluded." Juan
Williams said Bicouvaris' argument had some merit but that
"it is frequently used to argue
against affirmative action gl~n
erally." He added, "I believe in
the idea that we should move
more towards economic theories in the application of affirmative action."
Nicole Fradette (1L) said
that the answer to much of the
problem lay in convincing individuals to accept responsibility.
"If you are not part of the
solution," she said, "you're part
of the problem."
Rabkin flatly disagre<ed
"This is the wrong way to think
about the problem. The problems are within the communities. We shouldn't say 'We're all
in this together,' but rather, 'You
are responsible for your own future,' and then create programs
that will allow people to make a
difference in their own communities."

Wlillanlsbur-a's
~Iaht

~ewest

SPf)t

Full Bar & Billiards Room

with an atmosphere to appeal to a
professional crowd
Eat & drink while you shoot pool,
or just drop by the cafe for a
casual meal & cocktail

Appropriate Attire Required

220-0808
Williamsburg Crossing

that vending machine revenue, formerly
the province of grad schools and residence halls, was three years ago diverted
to the BSA when the BOV refused to
increase the BSA budget. The BSA now
commingles these funds with its other
revenue, and then disburses it to tudent
activities.
Cartee stated that, even though grad
students comprise 30 percent of the College population, at present they get only
six percent of student activity fee money.
While he acknowledged that certain programs funded by the BSA, such as t he
recreational center and the radio station,
benefit both graduate and undergraduate, the current situation is certainly
skewed . The BSA has commissio ned a
study to determine which services are
used by which students, and to devise a
more equitable way to distribute fund .
The report should be ready to be pre sented to President Timothy Sullivan and
the BOV by sometime neAi seme teT.
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conflicts. Galloway states that
the new system has resulted in
fewer conflicts.
A sampling of law schools in
Virginia and elsewhere reveals
that several systems of exam
scheduling are being utilized.
Associate Dean Thomas Guernsey of the University of Richmond says that exams at the T.C.
WilJiams School of Law are 85
to 90 percent self-scheduled.
"Every exam is presumptively
flexible (subject to self scheduling)." During the flexible exam
periods, students check out the
exam they are prepared to take.
The exam is stamped with the
time. Students take the exam in
designated rooms.
Although University of
Richmond has the most liberal
policy, all of the schools surveyed give students notice of the
exam schedule prior to registration or allow some degree of
self-scheduling, or both.
Hardy stated that such a
policy could put great pressure
on tudents b putting people
"in temptation's way."
Susanna Broaddus Chief
Justice of the M-W Honor
Council feels that the Honor
Code is up to the challenge. 'We
already have take-home exams
and self-scheduled exams, for
instance in Regulation of Fi-
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SCHOOLS

George Mason
Georgetown
Harvard
Richmond
Vrrgirua
Washington & Lee
William & Mary
Yale

nancial Institutions. The Honor
Code could withstand any re sultant pressures (from a policy
of self-scheduling)."
Professor John Dona ldson
gave several reasons for not supporting either early disclosure
of the exam schedule o r selfscheduling. Regarding discloure, he firmly believes that the
timing of exams should not be a
criterion for deciding which
classes a student wants to take,
hec.ause such de.cjs.ions should

be made on the basis of Qrofessional goals. As to self-scheduling, Donaldson echoed Hardy's
concern that such a system would
be a temptation to cheat--one
which Donaldson fears would
prove irresistible to many. He
also said that he ha not been
satisfied with the manner in
which several past incidents of
suspected cheating had been
managed.
Professor Susan Grover is
also a member of the Student
Services Committee. Grover
believes that the exam schedule
is a valid consideration in choo ing classes, and she favors some
mechanism for tudent choice.
"Students are adults, or as adult
as most of us, anyway , she said.
Grover believes students should
know the exam schedule when
they register or perhaps the
policy could be more flexible in
alIowingrescheduling. Shedoes
not suppon self-scheduling.
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